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Abbreviations  

The following abbreviations are used in this report: 

Act The Insolvency Act 1986 

Bonding Providers  
The providers of performance and guarantee bonds to 
Interserve Plc  

Company Interserve Plc  

Court 
High Court of Justice Business and Property Courts of 
England and Wales Insolvency and Companies List (ChD) 

EfW  Energy from Waste  

EY  Ernst & Young LLP  

Joint Administrators Robert Hunter Kelly and Alan Michael Hudson 

Group Interserve Plc and its subsidiaries 

Lenders The secured cash lenders to Interserve Plc 

Pension Scheme the Interserve section of the Interserve pension scheme 

Pension Trustee the trustee of the Pension Scheme  

Prescribed Part 
Proportion of floating charge assets set aside for 
unsecured creditors pursuant to section 176A of the Act  

Purchaser 
Montana 1 Limited (now renamed Interserve Group 
Limited) 

RMDK RMD Kwikform – Equipment services division of the Group 

Rules The Insolvency (England and Wales) Rules 2016 

S&M  Slaughter and May 

SIP 16  
Statement of Insolvency Practice 16: Pre-packaged sales 
in Administrations  

Transaction 
The sale of the business and substantially all of the assets 
of the Company to the Purchaser  

TUPE 
Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) 
Regulations 2006  
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1. Introduction, background and circumstances giving
rise to the appointment

1.1 Introduction 
On 15 March 2019, Interserve Plc entered Administration and Robert Hunter Kelly and Alan 
Michael Hudson were appointed to act as Joint Administrators. This document, including its 
appendices, constitutes the Joint Administrators’ statement of proposals to creditors pursuant 
to paragraph 49 of Schedule B1 to the Insolvency Act 1986 and Rule 3.35 of the Insolvency 
(England and Wales) Rules 2016.  

Certain statutory information relating to the Company and the appointment of the Joint 
Administrators is provided at Appendix A. 

1.2 Background 
The Company was incorporated on 19 April 1906 under the name The Tilbury Contracting 
and Dredging Company (1906) Limited. It then became known as Tilbury Douglas Plc 
following a merger with RM Douglas (a construction and civil engineering business) in 1991 
before rebranding in 2001 as Interserve Plc.  

The Company, which was listed on the London Stock Exchange, was the ultimate parent of 
the Group which operates as an integrated support services, construction and equipment 
services business. The Company’s principal asset was its 100% shareholding in Interserve 
Group Holdings Limited which is the intermediate parent company of the majority of the 
Group’s legal entities.  

The Group operates predominantly in the UK and the Middle East through three divisions, 
construction, support services and equipment services. The Group has a combined annual 
revenue of approximately £2.9 billion and has a workforce of approximately 68,000 staff 
globally, the majority of whom are within the UK.  

The Company itself had no separate trading activities (generating no revenue) and therefore 
consistently generated a loss for each year. It provided certain shared central services, such 
as human resources, property management and IT, to its three operating divisions. The 
recent financial results for the Company can be summarised as follows (the financial year end 
being 31 December): 
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1.3 Circumstances giving rise to the appointment  

1.3.1 Underlying trading performance 

Following several years of economic growth and profitability, in recent years the Group 
suffered a significant deterioration in its financial and trading performance. The Group’s UK 
support services and construction services sectors faced extremely difficult conditions which 
significantly impacted profitability and exposed it to financial and trading difficulties. The 
market turbulence in these sectors resulted in service providers, such as the Group, being 
increasingly unable to absorb losses on individual contracts and led to a damaging loss of 
confidence in their future expected financial performance. This position, as well as other 
factors, left the Group in a position of financial weakness which had a severely detrimental 
impact on the Company’s ability to withstand its recent financial difficulties.   

Since 2015, the Group (particularly its construction services business) has faced a number of 
challenges, including industry-wide pricing pressures and specific supply chain failures, 
resulting in the Group reporting difficulties in its construction division. The Group’s 
International business (located in the Middle East) was also impacted by the weakness in oil 
prices and trading sanctions in place against Qatar.  

The weak performance from the Group’s Construction division continued in 2016 because of, 
amongst other things, serious challenges with legacy contracts. This resulted in a series of 
exceptional contract provisions, increased cash outflow and a significant adverse impact on 
the Group’s average debt. 

This trend continued in 2017 with challenging market conditions and underperformance in the 
Group’s Construction business (particularly its EfW contracts) and restricted margins in its UK 
Support Services division. As a result of these and other factors, Group losses rose to 
£254m, putting further pressure on Group liquidity.  

Although the Group sought to address this deterioration through a series of cost reduction 
and turnaround measures, including changes in senior management and a transformation 
programme incorporating a review of the Group’s commercial contracts, these measures did 
not deliver sufficient cost reductions to counteract the Group’s wider financial 
underperformance.  

The recent financial results of the Group can be summarised as follows:  

Source: FY 2015 – FY 2017, audited results from Interserve Plc annual reports. FY 2018, unaudited results from Interserve Plc full 
year results announcement. 

1.3.2 Business restructuring  

In light of these challenges, the Group required additional financing and, following 
discussions with the Lenders, the Bonding Providers and the Pension Trustee, a refinancing 
was agreed in April 2018; the terms of this refinancing included the provision of £196.6m in 
new super senior term loan cash facilities and up to £94.5m in new committed super senior 
bonding facilities.  

Although the April 2018 refinancing had been intended to provide the Company with a stable 
platform from which to improve profitability and growth, the Group continued to struggle to 
improve its financial performance. Whilst the Group made progress to stabilise and 
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turnaround aspects of its business, certain challenges impacted the planned profitability and 
cash flow of the Group.  

As a result of the Group’s continued financial difficulties, the Group identified an additional 
liquidity requirement (ultimately amounting to £110m) which needed to be satisfied by mid-
March 2019. Without this additional liquidity, it was impossible for the Group to avoid 
insolvency. In light of this and in an effort to find a long-term solution to the Group’s financial 
difficulties, the Company explored various options with the Lenders and the Group’s other key 
stakeholders. Following these discussions, a consensual solution to the Group’s financial 
difficulties was agreed, subject to shareholder approval, through a deleveraging plan which 
would have, amongst other things, considerably reduced the Group’s leverage through the 
conversion of a significant proportion of the Group’s existing debt into new equity in the 
Company (the “Deleveraging Plan”).  

The Group’s management believed that the Deleveraging Plan provided the Group with a 
much stronger balance sheet and the platform to deliver on its strategy and address the 
issues that had arisen since the April 2018 refinancing. The key terms of the final 
Deleveraging Plan were announced on 27 February 2019 as follows: 

 existing lenders would have provided £110m of new liquidity through the provision of
a new debt facility with a maturity of 2022;

 there would have been a placing and open offer of new equity with the aim of raising
£435.2m;

 participations under the super senior revolving facilities and the US private placement
notes would have been reduced in an amount equal to approximately £485m in
exchange for new equity and/or prepayment from the proceeds of the placing and
open offer;

 RMDK would have been ring-fenced within the consolidated Group with £350m of
existing debt allocated to it, of which £168.3m would have been cash-pay interest
and £181.7m would have been converted into a subordinated non-cash pay interest
debt instrument (the “IHL Facility”), both on a non-recourse basis to the rest of the
Group;

 the Bonding Providers would have provided additional bonding facilities to enable the
Group to secure additional business as anticipated by its business plan; and

 the net cash-pay leverage of the Group (excluding the IHL Facility) would have been
reduced to less than one times the Group’s EBITDA and the Group’s total net
leverage (including the RMDK non-cash pay debt instrument) would have been
reduced to approximately two times the Group’s EBITDA.

Given that the Deleveraging Plan involved a placing and open offer, its implementation was 
dependent on approval by the Company’s shareholders.  

The prospectus published in respect of the Deleveraging Plan made it clear that, if the 
Company’s shareholders rejected the Deleveraging Plan, the immediate need for insolvency 
proceedings in respect of the Company would be inevitable.  

The Deleveraging Plan was put to the Company’s shareholders at the extraordinary general 
meeting of the Company held on 15 March 2019. The resolution was rejected by the 
Company’s shareholders by 59.38% of votes to 40.62% of votes, which meant that the 
Company was unable to implement the Deleveraging Plan.  

The Company’s shares were suspended from their listing at 12:35pm on 15 March 2019, with 
the share price at 6 pence. As the Company did not secure the funding it required through the 
Deleveraging Plan, it was therefore in default of its banking facilities, had no access to further 
liquidity and could not pay its debts as and when they fell due. As a consequence of the 
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Company’s financial position, the Directors of the Company held a board meeting 
immediately after the shareholder meeting and passed a resolution to place the Company 
into administration (the “Administration”). At a Court hearing later that afternoon Robert 
Hunter Kelly and Alan Michael Hudson were appointed as Joint Administrators by the Court. 

1.3.3 Pre-Administration Costs 

Pre-Administration costs have been incurred by the Joint Administrators prior to the Company 
entering Administration.  

The Joint Administrators are seeking approval for payment of unpaid pre-Administration costs 
totalling £164,660.40 plus VAT as an expense of the Administration.  

Please refer to Section 5 of these proposals for further details. 
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2. Purpose, conduct and end of the Administration

2.1 Purpose of the Administration 
In accordance with paragraph 3 of Schedule B1 to the Act, the purpose of an administration is 
to achieve one of three objectives: 

a. to rescue the company as a going concern;

b. to achieve a better result for the company’s creditors as a whole than would be
likely if the company were wound up (without first being in administration); or

c. to realise property in order to make a distribution to one or more secured or
preferential creditors.

Insolvency legislation provides that objective (a) should be pursued unless it is not 
reasonably practicable to do so or if objective (b) would achieve a better result for the 
company’s creditors as a whole. Objective (c) may only be pursued if it is not reasonably 
practicable to achieve either objective (a) or (b) and can be pursued without unnecessarily 
harming the interests of the creditors of the company as a whole. 

It was not deemed possible to rescue the Company as a going concern without a solvent 
offer for the business or alternative funding being made available. Neither were forthcoming 
in a form that was deliverable in the timescales available.  

Consequently objective (b) is being achieved through the completion of a sale of the 
Company’s business and substantially all of its assets, including the equity ownership of the 
directly owned subsidiaries, to Montana 1 Limited, which post-transaction changed its name 
to and is trading as, Interserve Group Limited.  

The sale enabled this objective to be achieved through delivering a better outcome for the 
Company’s creditors as a whole than would be likely if the Company were wound up (without 
first being in administration).  

Further information relating to the Transaction is provided in the section below. 

2.2 Conduct of the Administration 

2.2.1 Pre-packaged sale of the business and assets 

Immediately following their appointment on 15 March 2019, the Joint Administrators 
completed a sale of the Company’s business and substantially all of its assets to the 
Purchaser. The financial benefits for the Company from entering into the transaction was the 
release of secured, unsecured and contingent liabilities exceeding £1.2bn. 

In accordance with SIP 16: Pre-Packaged Sales in Administrations, a detailed explanation of 
the transaction is provided in the Joint Administrator’s SIP16 report attached at Appendix E.  

2.2.2 Significant assets not included in the sale agreement  

The assets that the Joint Administrators are aware of, excluded from the transaction, include 
the shares held by the Company in respect of Al Binaa Contracting Company W.L.L. The 
Purchaser has acquired the right to purchase the shares if the pre-emption is not exercised or 
the right to the sale proceeds, should the pre-emption right be exercised or should it decide 
not to purchase the shares.  
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2.2.3 Principal benefits of the Transaction 

The principal benefits of the Transaction can be summarised as follows:  

• the release of the Company from its liability in respect of a principal amount of 
approximately £815m of secured debt owed to the Lenders and approximately
£202m of contingent secured liabilities owed to the Bonding Providers;

• the assumption by the Purchaser of the Company’s liability in respect of 
intercompany payables to other companies within the Group, totalling approximately
£3.4m;

• the release of the Company from its liability to the Pension Trustee under, among 
other documents, the override agreement and inter-creditor agreement entered into 
as part of the Group’s April 2018 refinancing;

• the release, by way of novation, of the Company from its secured liabilities as 
guarantor in respect of the Pension Scheme (such liabilities being capped at the 
lower of £250m and 105% of funding on a section 179 Pensions Act 2004 basis);

• the payment of certain funding amounts to the Joint Administrators in respect of, 
amongst other things, costs and expenses to be incurred during the course of the 
Administration of the Company and to enable the Prescribed Part under the Act to be 
funded to the maximum amount of £600,000; and

• the elimination of the Company’s preferential creditor claims in respect of unpaid 
wages, accrued holiday pay and potential unsecured creditor claims for redundancy 
pay and lieu of notice claims as a result of the transfer of the Company’s 59 
employees to the Purchaser pursuant to TUPE (and the Purchaser’s assumption of 
all liabilities owed to those employees). 

As at the date of the Transaction, none of the directors of the Company was involved in the 
management of the Purchaser. It is anticipated that, shortly after the Transaction the Lenders 
will convert part of their debt for equity in the Purchaser and, as such, become the ultimate 
beneficial owners of the Purchaser and the Group (which now excludes the Company).  

2.3 Property overview 
At the date of appointment, the Company held four freehold and three leasehold properties. 
The freehold properties were sold as part of the sale and a licence to occupy has been 
granted to the Purchaser for each of the three leasehold properties. 

2.4 Joint Administrators’ receipts and payments 
A summary of the Joint Administrators’ receipts and payments for the period from 15 March 
2019 to 19 March 2019 is attached at Appendix B.  

The funding amounts referred to above are to be held in trust for the Purchaser and are to 
be paid into the trust shortly after completion in accordance with a pre-agreed funds flow 
statement. 

2.5 Approval of the Joint Administrators’ proposals 
The Joint Administrators are of the opinion that the Company has insufficient property to 
enable a distribution to be made to the unsecured creditors, other than by virtue of the 
Prescribed Part. Consequently, in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 52(1) (b) of 
Schedule B1 to the Act, they do not intend to seek a decision of the creditors on the approval 
of the proposals. 
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The Joint Administrators will be obliged to seek a decision of the creditors if requested to do 
so by creditors of the Company whose debts amount to at least 10% of the total debts of the 
Company. The request must be made within eight business days of the date on which these 
proposals are delivered to creditors (or such longer period as the court may allow) and must 
include the information required by Rule 15.18 of the Rules. 

In accordance with Rule 15.19 of the Rules, the Joint Administrators may require a deposit as 
security for payment of the expenses associated with convening a decision procedure or 
deemed consent procedure and will not be obliged to initiate the procedure until they have 
the required sum.  

2.6 Future conduct of the Administration 
The Joint Administrators will continue to deal with the Administration in line with the stated 
objective, namely to achieve a better result for the Company’s creditors as a whole than 
would be likely if the Company was wound up (without first being in administration).  

Future tasks will include, but may not be limited to, the following:  

• investigating the extent of any other assets held by the Company, excluded from the 
Transaction, and taking steps to realise them;

• selling the Al Binaa shares held by the Company;

• liaising with the Company’s bank(s) to secure the release of cash held in pre-
appointment bank accounts and cash in transit;

• dealing with landlords, leasehold properties, the payment of rent and service 
charges, in connection with the licences to occupy;

• facilitating the assignment of leases to the Purchaser;

• assisting with the assignment of supplier contracts to the Purchaser;

• assisting with the legal transfer of assets transferred to the Purchaser under the 
Transaction;

• distributing amounts to the secured creditors (as applicable);

• agreeing unsecured creditor claims and distributing the Prescribed Part;

• if the Joint Administrators deem it appropriate, to seek an extension and / or further 
extensions to the Administration from the Company’s creditors and / or the Court;

• review and conclude the tax affairs of the Company;

• dealing with unsecured creditor queries;

• dealing with statutory reporting and compliance obligations;

• considering the conduct of the Company’s directors;

• finalising the Administrations including payment of all Administration liabilities; and

• any other actions required to be undertaken by the Joint Administrators in order to 
fulfil the purpose of the Administration. 
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2.7 The end of the Administration 
If required to enable the Joint Administrators to complete their work to achieve the objective 
of the Administration, they may seek an extension to the period of the Administration, beyond 
the statutory period of one year, by consent of the secured creditors and preferential creditors 
(where applicable) or by an order of the Court.   

It is proposed that if, at the end of the Administration, the Company has no property which 
might permit a distribution to its creditors the Joint Administrators will send a notice to that 
effect to the Registrar of Companies.  

On registration of the notice the Joint Administrators’ appointment in respect of the Company 
will come to an end. In accordance with the provisions of paragraph 84(6) of Schedule B1 to 
the Act, the Company will be deemed to be dissolved three months after the registration of 
the notice.  
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3. Statement of affairs

The directors have not yet submitted a Statement of Affairs, given the limited time which has
passed since the Joint Administrators’ appointment.

Notices requiring the submission of a Statement of Affairs for the Company were issued to all
current directors of the Company on 19 March 2019, with a requirement to submit the
Statement of Affairs within 11 days of receipt of the notice (being a period which has not yet
expired).

In the absence of the Statement of Affairs, based on the Company’s books and records, we
attach at Appendix C:

 an estimate of the financial position of the Company as at 28 February 2019, being
the latest financial information available; and

 a current list of creditors including, as far as is currently known, their names,
addresses, amounts owed and details of any security held.

We provide below, for information, an indication of the current position with regard to 
creditors’ claims. The figures have been compiled from information provided by the 
Company’s management and have not been subject to independent review or statutory audit. 

3.1 Secured creditors 
As part of the sale, the Company was released from its liability in respect of a secured 
principal debt amount of £814m owed to the Lenders. This reduced the liability to £65m (as at 
the date of Administration) and comprises accrued and capitalised cash and PIK (payment in 
kind) interest under the Company’s and the Group’s cash and bonding facilities, certain 
“make-whole” amounts in respect of US private placement notes issued by the Group and 
fees.  

3.2 Preferential creditors 
There is not expected to be any preferential claims as all the employees of the Company 
transferred to the Purchaser as a result of the Transaction, which should eliminate all claims 
in respect of unpaid wages and accrued holiday pay.  

3.3 Non-preferential creditors and the Prescribed Part 
Any potential distributions to the Company’s unsecured creditors will arise solely from the 
Prescribed Part. The Prescribed Part is a proportion of floating charge assets set aside for 
unsecured creditors (subject to a maximum amount of £600,000) pursuant to section 176A of 
the Act. The Prescribed Part applies to floating charges created on or after 15 September 
2003.  

As part of the sales consideration, the Purchaser provided funding for the Administration, 
which included an amount equivalent to the maximum Prescribed Part of £600,000 for 
distribution by the Joint Administrators to the Company’s unsecured creditors. As a 
consequence, an apportionment of sale consideration between fixed and floating charges is 
not required. The dividend amount of the Prescribed Part distribution is subject to associated 
costs and the quantum of admissible claims. The Joint Administrators do not intend to make 
an application to Court under section 176A (5) of the Act for an order not to distribute the 
Prescribed Part. 
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4. Joint Administrators' remuneration and
disbursements and payments to other professionals

4.1 Remuneration 
The statutory provisions relating to remuneration are set out in Chapter 4, Part 18 of the 
Rules. Further information is given in the Association of Business Recovery Professionals’ 
publication ‘A Creditors’ Guide to Administrators’ Fees’, a copy of which may be accessed 
from the website of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales at 
https://www.icaew.com/en/technical/insolvency/creditors-guides or is available in hard copy 
upon written request to the Joint Administrators. 

In the event that a creditors’ decision is not requested to approve the proposals and a 
creditors’ committee is not formed, the Joint Administrators will seek to have their 
remuneration fixed by the secured creditors and, if applicable, the preferential creditors in 
accordance with Rule 18.18(4) of the Rules. The Joint Administrators will ask that their 
remuneration be fixed on the basis of time properly given by them and their staff in dealing 
with matters arising in the Administration, in accordance with the fee estimate dated 21 
March 2019 which is being circulated to creditors at the same time as these proposals.  

4.2 Disbursements 
Disbursements are expenses met by and reimbursed to the Joint Administrators. They fall 
into two categories: Category 1 and Category 2 (both as defined below). The fee estimate 
and statement of expenses dated 21 March 2019 includes details of the Category 1 and 2 
disbursements which are expected to be incurred. 

Category 1 disbursements are payments to independent third parties where there is 
expenditure directly referable to the Administration. Category 1 disbursements can be drawn 
without prior approval.  

Category 2 disbursements are expenses that are directly referable to the Administration but 
are not a payment to an independent third party. They may include an element of shared or 
allocated costs that can be allocated to the appointment on a proper and reasonable basis. 
Category 2 disbursements require approval in the same manner as remuneration. In the 
event that a creditors’ decision is not requested and a creditors’ committee is not formed, the 
Joint Administrators will seek the approval of the secured creditors and preferential creditors 
(where applicable) to charge Category 2 disbursements in accordance with the statement of 
expenses included on the fee estimate dated 21 March 2019.  
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5. Pre-Administration costs

The Joint Administrators are seeking approval for payment of unpaid pre-Administration costs
totalling £164,660.40 plus VAT, The payment of unpaid pre-Administration costs as an
expense of the Administration is subject to approval under Rule 3.52 of the Rules and is not
part of the Proposals subject to approval under paragraph 53 of Schedule B1 to the Act. This
means that they must be approved separately from the Proposals.

A breakdown of the total pre-Administration costs incurred and amounts paid pre-
Administration (if any) is attached at Appendix D. Further information is provided below.

This work commenced on 11 March 2019, and was carried out under an engagement
between EY and the Company dated 30 January 2019.

The nature of the pre-Administration work can be summarised as follows:

 insolvency office holders from EY to be in a state of reasonable preparedness to
accept a formal insolvency appointment to the Company in the event that an
insolvency filing became unavoidable;

 negotiating and delivering the sale; and

 planning for the period immediately post Administration in order to deal with all
matters effectively.

The costs in connection with this work total £244,660.40 plus VAT, against which £80,000 has 
been paid to date.  

The Joint Administrators are seeking approval to payment of £164,660.40 plus VAT against 
these costs.  

The breakdown attached at Appendix D sets out: 

 the fees charged by the Joint Administrators; and

 the expenses incurred by the Joint Administrators.

The Joint Administrators are not aware of any fees or expenses that have been incurred by 
any other person qualified to act as an insolvency practitioner.  

In the event that a creditors’ meeting is not requisitioned and a creditors’ committee is not 
formed, the Joint Administrators will seek to have the unpaid pre-Administration costs 
approved by the secured creditors and, if applicable, the preferential creditors.  
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Appendix A Statutory information 

Company Information 

Company Name: Interserve Plc 

Registered Office Address: Interserve House, Ruscombe Park, Twyford, Reading, 
Berkshire, RG10 9JU 

Registered Number: 00088456 

Trading Name: Interserve 

Trading Address:  Interserve House, Ruscombe Park, Twyford, Reading, 
Berkshire, RG10 9JU 

Details of the Administrators and of their appointment 

Administrators: Robert Hunter Kelly and Alan Michael Hudson 

Date of Appointment: 15 March 2019 

By Whom Appointed: The appointment was made by the Court upon the application 
presented by the directors of Interserve Plc 

Court Reference: High Court of Justice Business and Property Courts of England 
and Wales, Case no. BR-2019-000339 

Any of the functions to be performed or powers exercisable by the Joint Administrators may 
be carried out/exercised by any one of them acting alone or by any or all of them acting 
jointly.  

Statement concerning the EC regulation 

The EC Council Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings does apply to this Administration and 
the proceedings are main proceedings. This means that this Administration is conducted 
according to UK insolvency legislation and is not governed by the insolvency law of any other 
European Union Member State. 

Directors and secretary and their shareholdings 

Name 
Director or 
Secretary Date Appointed Date Resigned 

Current 
Shareholding 

Andrew John McDonald Secretary 07 June 2018 n/a 14,902 

Anne Kathleen Fahy Director 01 January 2013 n/a 8,000 

Charles Nicholas Pollard Director 26 June 2018 n/a 7,723 

Debra Jayne White Director 01 September 2017 n/a 640,030 

Gareth Maitland Edwards Director 01 February 2017 n/a 21,350 

Glyn Anthony Barker Director 01 January 2016 n/a 93,970 

Mark Argent Whiteling Director 01 October 2017 n/a 30,000 

Nicholas Robin Salmon Director 01 August 2014 n/a 5,000 

Russell John King Director 01 September 2014 n/a 3,000 
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Appendix B Receipts and payments account 

The Joint Administrators' receipts and payments account for the period from 15 March 2019 
to 19 March 2019 are set out below 

Estimated to 
Realise as per 

Directors’ 
Statement of 

Affairs 
£ £ 

n/a Receipts - 

n/a Payments - 

 -  

  Represented by: 
n/a Current Account  -  
n/a Interest Bearing Account  -  
n/a Net VAT receivable / payable  -  

 -  

Notes 
1. Directors’ Statement of Affairs not yet available.
2. Receipts and payments are stated net of VAT.
3. All funds are held in interest bearing accounts.
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Appendix C Estimate of the Company’s 
financial position 

An estimate of the financial position of the Company as at 28 February 2019, being the latest 
financial information available at this time, is provided below. This information is based on the 
book values within the Company’s records.  

These are not the estimated to realise values.  

Balance sheet as at 28 Feb-19 

Assets  £000 

Intangible assets -  

Tangible assets -  

Freehold properties 1,462  

Leasehold properties 104  

Plant and equipment 611  

Financial assets 

Investment in subsidiaries 449,258  

Investment in associates 2,679  

Other fixed assets 

Deferred tax assets 3,207  

Current assets 

Inter-company receivables 90,890  

Corporation tax receivable 6,920  

Trade and other receivables 9,879  

Cash at bank and in hand 4,193  

Total assets 569,203 

Liabilities 

Provisions -  

Insurance provision 18,677  

Dilapidation provision 12,428  

Other non-current liabilities 

Other payables 3,982  

Current liabilities 

Inter-company payables 48,678  

Short term borrowings 16,309  

Deferred income and accrued expenses 9,905  

Trade and other payables 6,701  

Total liabilities 116,680 

-  

Net assets / (liabilities) 452,523 

Immediately prior to appointment, as a result of the rejection of the Deleveraging Plan, the 
Company did not secure the required funding and it was therefore in default of its banking 
facilities, resulting in the right to call on the Company’s guarantee of the Group’s debt totalling 
£879.66m.
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Estimate of the Company’s financial position 

A list of the Company’s creditors including, as far as is currently known, their names, 
addresses, amounts owed and details of any security held is provided below. 

This information is based on information provided by the Company and will be subject to 
change as the Company’s books and records are updated for transactions not yet posted. 

Name Address Security Currency Balance 

VARIOUS SECURED CREDITORS 
C/O GLAS TRUST CORPORATION LIMITED (AS SECURITY AGENT FOR THE SECURED 
CREDITORS), 45 LUDGATE HILL, LONDON EC4M 7JU 

FIXED AND 
FLOATING 

GBP 65,145,960 

4PS CONSTRUCTION SOLUTIONS 
LIMITED 

3 TEMPLE COURT, TEMPLE WAY, COLESHILL, BIRMINGHAM, B46 1HH - GBP 1,314 

ABENEFIT2U LIMITED 19 PARK STREET, LYTHAM, ST. ANNES, LANCASHIRE, FY8 5LU - GBP 26,400 

ACCESS INTELLIGENCE MEDIA AND 
COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 

LONGBOW HOUSE, CHISWELL STREET, LONDON, EC1Y 4TW - GBP 4,800 

ADDISON LEE LIMITED 35-37 WILLIAM ROAD, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, NW1 3ER - GBP 3,030 

ADDLESHAW GODDARD LLP SOVEREIGN HOUSE, PO BOX 8, SOVEREIGN STREET, LEEDS, LS1 1HQ - GBP 5,700 

ALCUMUS INFO EXCHANGE LIMITED 
THE BEAN STORE NEWHOUSE FARM BUSINESS CENTRE LANGLEY ROAD, EDSTONE 
WARWICKSHIRE, B95 6DL 

- GBP 5,809 

AMBIUS EBONY HOUSE, CASTLEGATE WAY, DUDLEY, WEST MIDLANDS, DY1 4TE - GBP 64 

ANGEL SPRINGS LIMITED 
ANGEL SPRINGS LIMITED, ANGEL HOUSE, WOLVERHAMPTON, WEST MIDLANDS, 
WV10 9LE 

- GBP 551 

AON RISK SOLUTIONS PO BOX 12250, 1100 AG , , AMSTERDAM, THE NETHERLANDS, 1105, Netherlands - EUR 262 

AON UK LIMITED CAPITAL HOUSE, 1 HOUNDWELL PLACE, SOUTHAMPTON, HAMPSHIRE, SO14 1HU - GBP 45,500 

ASHURST LLP CENTRAL EXCHANGE, 20 WATERLOO STREET, GLASGOW, G2 6DB - GBP 211,158 

AXA PPP HEALTHCARE LIMITED 5 OLD BROAD STREET, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, EC2N 1AD - GBP 109,263 

BC LEGAL LIMITED 1 NELSON MEWS, , SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, SS1 1AL - GBP 398 

BDO LLP 125 COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM, WEST MIDLANDS, B3 3SD - GBP 7,935 

BERRYMANS LACE MAWER LLP SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL, LONDON, EC2M 5QN - GBP 1,185 

BIFFA WASTE SERVICES LIMITED CORONATION ROAD, CRESSEX, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, HP12 3TZ - GBP 491 

BLUESOURCE INFORMATION LIMITED 22 WYCOMBE END, BEACONSFIELD, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, HP9 1NB - GBP 18,552 

BNP PARIBAS LEASING SOLUTIONS 
LIMITED 

NORTHERN CROSS, BASING VIEW, BASINGSTOKE, HAMPSHIRE, RG21 4HL - GBP 1,305

BPE SOLICITORS LLP ST JAMES HOUSE, ST JAMES SQUARE, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, GL50 3PR - GBP 1,801 

BRACKNELL ENGRAVING AND 
TROPHY SERVICES LIMITED 

UNIT 4 RUSHTON FARM, WARREN HOUSE ROAD, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE, RG40 
5RE 

- GBP 32 

BRITISH TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY 

81 NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, EC1A 7AJ - GBP 132 

BTO SOLICITORS LLP 48 VINCENT ST, GLASGOW, G2 5HS, G2 5HS - GBP 9,450

BUILDING & PROPERTY (HOLDINGS) 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 446,948 

BUNZL UK LIMITED (CLEANING & 
HYGIENE) 

UNIT P, HERON HOUSE, LANGLEY, BERKSHIRE, SL3 8XP - GBP 141 

BUPA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
LIMITED 

ROOM 101 , THE ANCHORAGE, SALFORD QUAYSMANCHESTER, M50 3XL - GBP 1,578 

CISCO SYSTEMS FINANCE 
INTERNATIONAL UC 

EAST POINT BUSINESS PARK, DUBLIN 6, Ireland - GBP 14,029 

CITYSPRINT (UK) LIMITED 60 HIGH STREET, , REDHILL, SURREY, RH1 1SH - GBP 280 

CLYDE & CO CLAIMS LLP 7TH FLOOR BEAUFORT HOUSE, 15 ST BOTOLPH STREET, LONDON, EC3A 7NJ - GBP 98 

COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL 
PROPERTY ADVISERS UK LLP 

50 GEAORGE STREET, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, W1U 7GA - GBP 217,687 

COLOUR DATA UK LTD UNIT 7  HYDERS FARM, BONNETTS LANE, IFIELD, WEST SUSSEX, RH11 0NY - GBP 250 

COMPANIES HOUSE FINANCE SECTION, CROWN WAY, CARDIFF, CF14 3UZ - GBP 116

CPA GLOBAL LIMITED LIBERATION HOUSE, CASTLE STREET, , , ST HELIER, JE1 1BL - GBP 674 

DAC BEACHFRONT CLAIMS LIMITED 
ADMINISTRATION CENTRE, PORTWALL PLACE, PORTWALL LANE, BRISTOL, BRISTOL, 
BS99 7UR 

- GBP 561 

DELOITTE LLP THE PINNACLE, , MILTON KEYNES, MK9 1FD - GBP 36,000 

DISASTER RECOVERY SERVICES 
LIMITED 508 MANCHESTER ROAD, ROCHDALE, LANCASHIRE, OL11 3HE - GBP 4,385 

DPD LOCAL UK LTD 15TH FLOOR, CASTLEMEAD, LOWER CASTLE STREET, BRISTOL, BS1 3AG - GBP 78 

DUN & BRADSTREET LIMITED SHARED ACCOUINTING SERVICE CENTRE, MARLOW INTERNATIONAL, PARKWAY, 
MARLOW   BUCKS, SL7 1AJ 

- GBP 37 

DWF LLP 1 SCOTT PLACE, 2 HARDMAN STREET, MANCHESTER, M3 3AA - GBP 472

EMPEROR DESIGN CONSULTANTS 
LIMITED 

ZETLAND HOUSE, 5-25 SCRUTTON STREET, LONDON, EC2A 4HJ - GBP 44,950 

ERNST & YOUNG (USD) BURJ AL GASSAR, 24TH FLOOR, MAJLIS AL TAAWON STREET, , ONAIZA, Qatar - USD 12,190 
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ETC VENUES LIMITED PROSPERO HOUSE, 241 BOROUGH HIGH STREET, LONDON, SE1 1GA - GBP 9,744 

ETON BRIDGE PARTNERS LIMITED RIVERSIDE HOUSE, RIVERSIDE WALK, WINDSOR, BERKSHIRE, SI1 6AA - GBP 25,800 

EVERSHEDS SUTHERLAND 
(INTERNATIONAL) LLP 

CASH MANGEMENT TEAM, BRIDGEWATER PLACE, LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE, LS11 
5DR 

- GBP 22,063 

EXPERIS LIMITED 737 WARWICK ROAD, SOLIHULL, BIRMINGHAM, WEST MIDLANDS, B91 3DG - GBP 61,940 

FLEXIVEND LIMITED UNIT 3 CHANCERY GATE BUSINESS PARK, RUSCOMBE PARK, TWYFORD, RG10 9LT - GBP 799 

FORRESTERS IP LLP RUTLAND HOUSE, 148 EDMUND STREET, BIRMINGHAM, WEST MIDLANDS, B3 2JA - GBP 7,928 

GLASS LEWIS EUROPE LIMITED NO.15 HENRY STREET, LIMERICK, Ireland - GBP 1,900 

GOVERNANCE REPORTS LTD 87 WHITCHURCH ROAD, CARDIFF, WALES, CF14 3JP - GBP 30,000 

GRANT THORNTON UK LLP 30 FINSBURY SQUARE, LONDON, ENGLAND, EC2A 1AG - GBP 615,662 

HOOTSUITE INC. 5 EAST 8TH AVE., BS, , VANCOUVER, V5T 1R6 - GBP 5,421 

INSIGHT DIRECT (UK) LTD THE ATRIUM, 1 HAREFIELD ROAD, UXBRIDGE, GREATER LONDON, UB8 1PH - GBP 245,525 

INSTITUTE OF STUDENT EMPLOYERS 6 BATH PLACE, RIVINGTON STREET, LONDON, EC2A 3JE - GBP 1,002 

INTERACTIVE INVESTOR SERVICES 
LIMITED 

EXCHANGE COURT, DUNCOMBE STREET, , LEEDS, LS1 4AX - GBP 3,000 

INTERSERVE (FACILITIES 
MANAGEMENT) LTD (FMAN) 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 4,899 

INTERSERVE CATERING SERVICES 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 2,635 

INTERSERVE CONSTRUCTION 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 3,828 

INTERSERVE CONSTRUCTION 
LIMITED (SITE SERVICES) 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 15,801 

INTERSERVE GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- EUR 111,988 

INTERSERVE GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- USD 3,459,546 

INTERSERVE GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 21,348,474 

INTERSERVE GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- CHF 10,628 

INTERSERVE GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- NZD 93,730 

INTERSERVE GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- QAR 8,675 

INTERSERVE GROUP HOLDINGS 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- AUD 9,529 

INTERSERVE TECHNICAL SERVICES 
LIMITED 

INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 4,368 

INTERSERVEFM LTD 
INGENUITY HOUSE, ELMDON TRADING ESTATE, BICKENHILL LANE, BIRMINGHAM, B37 
7HQ 

- GBP 59,457 

INVESTIS LIMITED 24 FASHION STREET, LONDON, E1 6PX - GBP 5,465 

IRON MOUNTAIN (UK) PLC WHITELAW HOUSE, MACMILLAN ROAD, WEST LOTHIAN, EH54 7DF - GBP 1,733 

J.P. MORGAN SECURITIES PLC 25 BANK STREET, CANARY WHARF, LONDON, E14 5JP - GBP 2,550 

JLT BENEFIT SOLUTIONS LIMITED CENTRAL COURT, 1B KNOLL RISE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR6 0JA - GBP 23,126 

JUMAR SOLUTIONS LIMITED 
JUMAR HOUSE, PINEWOOD BUSINESS PARK, COLESHILL ROADMARSTON GREEN, 
SOLIHULL, B37 7HG 

- GBP 10,832 

KENNEDYS LAW LLP 25 FENCHURCH AVENUE, LONDON, CITY OF LONDON, EC3M 5AD - GBP 8,501 

KEOGHS LLP 2 THE PARKLANDS, BOLTON, LANCASHIRE, BL6 4SE - GBP 1,051 

KORN FERRY (UK) LIMITED 33 GROSVENOR PLACE, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, SW1X 7HG - GBP 114,370 

LAMBERT SMITH HAMPTON GROUP 
LIMITED 

5TH FLOOR UNITED KINGDOM HOUSE, 180 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, UK, W1D 1NN - GBP 3,817 

LANE CLARK & PEACOCK LLP 30 OLD BURLINGTON STREET, LONDON, W1S 3NN - GBP 130,694 

LAW DEBENTURE CORPORATE 
SERVICES LIMITED 

5TH FLOOR, 100 WOOD STREET, LONDON, EC2V 7EX - GBP 9,958 

LEASEPLAN UK LIMITED 165 BATH ROAD, SLOUGH, BERKSHIRE, SL1 4AA - GBP 2,601 

LEE BARON LIMITED WALMAR HOUSE, 296 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W1B 3AP - GBP 8,657 

LEE HECHT HARRISON PENNA 
LIMITED 

55 GRACECHURCH STREET, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, EC3V 0EE - GBP 9,600 

LENOVO GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY UK 
LIMITED 

DISCOVERY HOUSE, 18 BARTLEY WOOD BUSINESS PARK, HOOK, RG27 9UP - GBP 1,595 

LENZ & STAEHELIN ROUTE DE CHENE, GENEVA 6, CH-1211, Switzerland - CHF 2,000 

LEWIS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED 22ND FLOOR MILLBANK TOWER, MILLBANK, LONDON, SW1P 4RS - GBP 16 

LINK CONNECT SERVICES LTD. GLEBE FARM , DOWN STREET, DUMMER, HAMPSHIRE, RG25 2AD - GBP 14,508 

LINK MARKET SERVICES LIMITED THE REGISTRY, 34 BECKENHAM ROAD, , BECKENHAM, BR3 4TU - GBP 139,808 

LINK TRUSTEES (JERSEY) LIMITED PO BOX 532, ST HELIER, , JERSEY - GBP 6,565 

LOCKTON COMPANIES LLP NORTH QUAY, TEMPLE BACK, BRISTOL, BRISTOL, BS1 6FL - GBP 457 

LYRECO UK LIMITED DEER PARK COURT, DONNINGTON WOOD, TELFORD, SHROPSHIRE, TF2 7NB - GBP 3,332 

MARLOWE FIRE & SECURITY LIMITED MATTHEW ELLIOT HOUSE, MANCHESTER, GREATER MANCHESTER, M50 2TS - GBP 212 

MAWASEM LIMITED T/A CLARITY 
TRAVEL MANAGEMENT 

UNIT 5, HARGREAVES COURT, STAFFORDSHIRE TECHNOLOGY PARK, BEACON SIDE, 
STAFFORD, ST18 0WN 

- GBP 15,088 

MAYER BROWN INTERNATIONAL LLP 201 BISHOPSGATE , LONDON, EC2M 3AF - GBP 25,922 
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MCKINTY & WRIGHT SOLICITORS 5-7 UPPER QUEEN STREET, BELFAST, BT1 6FS - GBP 1,490 

MONARCH RECRUITMENT LIMITED 125 COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM, WEST MIDLANDS, B3 3SD - GBP 6,120 

MR B OSBORNE 73 WARWICK SQUARE , LONDON, SW1V 2AR - GBP 15,233 

MURPHY O'RAWE SOLICITORS 
SCOTTISH PROVIDENT BUILDING, 4 TH FLOOR 7 DONEGALL SQUARE WEST, 
BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND, BT1 6JF 

- GBP 1,328 

NASDAQ NORDIC LTD LEVEL 3 WOOLGATE EXCHANGE, 25 BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON, EC2V 5HA - GBP 6,893 

NCC SERVICES LIMITED MANCHESTER TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, OXFORD ROAD, MANCHESTER, M1 7EF - GBP 2,394 

NEOPOST LIMITED SOUTH STREET, ROMFORD, GREATER LONDON, RM1 2AR - GBP 1,000 

NUMIS SECURITIES LIMITED 10 PASTERNOSTER SQUARE, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, EC4M 7LT - GBP 30,000 

OENTOENG SURIA & PARTNERS BROADWALK HOUSE, 5 APPOLD STREET, , LONDON, EC2A 2HA - GBP 433 

OPUS ENERGY (CORPORATE) 
LIMITED 

2 SUMMERHOUSE ROAD, NORTHAMPTON, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, NN3 6BJ - GBP 2,508 

P & A MEDICAL LIMITED NORTHERN HOUSE, 24-26 CHORLEY ROAD, BLACKROD, BOLTON, BL6 5JS - GBP 474 

PLEXUS LAW LIMITED RENAISSANCE, 12 DINGWALL ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY, CR0 2NA - GBP 260 

PLEXUS LEGAL LLP JOESPHS WELL, HANOVER WALK, LEEDS , WEST YORKSHIRE, LS3 1AB - GBP 7,711 

PRECISE MEDIA MONITORING LTD ACCOUNTS DEPARTMENT, 3RD FLOOR, 222 GRAY’S INN ROAD, LONDON, WC1X 8HB - GBP 4,057 

PRICEWATERHOUSECOOPERS LLP 1 EMBANKMENT PLACE, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, WC2N 6RH - GBP 168,908 

PROFUND SOLUTIONS LIMITED CENTRAL COURT, 1B KNOLL RISE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR6 0JA - GBP 5,250 

REED SPECIALIST RECRUITMENT 
LIMITED 

CALIFORNIA, 120 COOMBE LANE, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, SW20 0BA - GBP 39,138

RISUAL LIMITED 
12 PARKER COURT, STAFFORDSHIRE TECHNOLOGY PARK, BEACONSIDE, 
STAFFORD, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST18 0WP 

- GBP 1,668 

ROMULO MABANTA BUENABENTURE 
ET AL 

21ST FLOOR, PHILAMLIFE TOWER, MAKATI CITY, 1226, Philippines - USD 5,061 

ROYAL & SUN ALLIANCE INSURANCE 
PLC 

CUSTOMER ACCOUNTS  NEW HALL PLACE, LIVERPOOL, MERSEYSIDE, L69 3SD - GBP 63,183 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS 11 ST ANDREWS PLACE, LONDON, NW1 4LE - GBP 1,440 

ROYAL MAIL GROUP LIMITED PO BOX 235, CHESTERFIELD, DERBYSHIRE, S49 1ZS - GBP 119 

RSM RESTRUCTURING ADVISORY LLP 25 FARRINGDON STREET, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, EC4A 4AB - GBP 6,000 

SAVANNAH GROUP LIMITED 7TH FLOOR, 8 OLD JEWRY, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, EC2R 8DN - GBP 28,800 

SEVRON LTD 77 POPULAR COURT, LEYLAND, PRESTON, PR25 3FF - GBP 30,000 

SHELL U.K. OIL PRODUCTS LIMITED SHELL CENTRE, LONDON, SE1 7NA - GBP 1,068

SOFTCAT PLC FIELDHOUSE LANE, MARLOW, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE, SL7 1LW - GBP 1,343

SOLIBRI UK LTD 4 CARRWOOD PARK, SELBY ROAD, LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE, LS15 4LG - GBP 4,800 

SPECIALIST COMPUTER CENTRES 
PLC 

JAMES HOUSE, WARWICK ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, WEST MIDLANDS, B11 2LE - GBP 468,342 

SQUIRE PATTON BOGGS (AU) LEVEL 21 , 300 MURRAY STREET , GPO BOX A39, , Australia - AUD 2,398 

STANDARD LIFE ASSURANCE LIMITED SLI-PROPERTY ACCOUNTS, 1 GEROGE STREET, EDINBURGH, EH2 2LL - GBP 15,000 

THE MILES CONSULTANCY LIMITED 
TMC HOUSE, SPRING FARM  BUSINESS PARK, MOSS LANEMINSHULL 
VERNONCHESHIRE, CW1 4RJ 

- GBP 64 

TROWERS & HAMLINS LLP 3 BUNHILL ROW, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, EC1Y 8YZ - GBP 44,652 

VISUAL MEDIA SERVICES LIMITED 78 LUKE STREET, LONDON, GREATER LONDON, EC2A 4PY - GBP 6,567 

WEIGHTMANS LLP 100 OLD HALL STREET, LIVERPOOL, L3 9QJ - GBP 262 

WEST UC LIMITED 
UNIT 1 &2, SAW MILLS END, BARNWOOD, GLOUCESTER, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, GL4 
3DL 

- GBP 326 

WOKINGHAM BOROUGH COUNCIL CIVIC OFFICES, SHUTE END, WOKINGHAM, BERKSHIRE, RG40 1BN - GBP 101,970 

WOOSH WASHROOMS 
UNIT 33, HOPKINSON WAY, WEST PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, , , ANDOVER, SP10 
3ZE 

- GBP 305 

YORKSHIRE BUILDING SOCIETY 
(SHARE PLANS) 

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE , YBS SHARE PLANS, YORKSHIRE HOUSE, YORKSHIRE 
DRIVE , BRADFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE, BD5 8LJ 

- GBP 9,014 
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Appendix D Statement of pre-Administration 
costs 

Statement of pre-Administration costs 

Joint Administrators Other IP Details 

Remuneration 
£ 

Expenses 
£ 

Remuneration 
£ 

Expenses 
£ 

Time costs 244,660.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 Incurred by the Joint 
Administrators, as 
outlined in at Section 5 of 
these proposals 

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

Total costs incurred 244,660.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Paid before the 
Administration 

Time costs (80,000.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

Unpaid pre-
Administration costs 

164,660.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

Unpaid pre-Administration costs are costs which had not been paid at the date of the Administration, 
are still outstanding and are subject to approval under Rule 3.52 of the Insolvency (England and 
Wales) Rules 2016.  

Unpaid pre-Administration costs are not part of the proposals subject to approval under paragraph 
53 of Schedule B1 of the Insolvency Act 1986. This means that they must be approved separately 
from the proposals. Further information on the way in which approval will be sought for unpaid pre-
administration costs is set out in section 5 of this document. 
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Appendix E Statement of Insolvency Practice 
16: Pre-Packaged Sales in 
Administrations 



Interserve Plc - In 
Administration (“the 
Company”) 
Administrators’ Report pursuant to 
Statement of Insolvency Practice 
(SIP) 16: pre-packaged sales in 
administrations 

21 March 2019 
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1. Introduction
Summary description of the Transaction

On 15 March 2019 the Company entered administration and Alan Michael Hudson and I were 
appointed as Joint Administrators of the Company (the “Administrators”). The appointment 
was made by the High Court of Justice in England and Wales under the provisions of 
paragraph 12 of Schedule B1 to the Insolvency Act 1986 (the “Act”). I attach formal notice of 
our appointment for your information at Appendix C. An explanation of the work undertaken 
by the Administrators prior to their appointment is given in section 3 of this report.

On the date of our appointment as Administrators, we completed a pre-packaged sale of 
substantially all of the Company’s business and assets and certain liabilities (the

“Transaction”) to Montana 1 Limited (the “Buyer”).

The financial benefits for the Company from entering into the Transaction in respect of the 
release of secured, unsecured and contingent liabilities exceed £1.2bn and include:

• the release of the Company from its liability in respect of a principal amount of 
approximately £814.51m of secured debt owed to the Lenders (as defined below) and 
approximately £201.73m of contingent secured liabilities owed to the Bonding 
Providers (as defined below). This results in a remaining liability equal to an amount 
of approximately £65.15m (as at the date of administration) in respect of accrued and 
capitalised cash and PIK interest under the cash and bonding facilities of the 
Company and its subsidiaries (together, the “Group”), certain “make-whole” amounts 
in respect of the US private placement notes issued by the Group and fees;

• the assumption by the Buyer of the Company’s liability in respect of intercompany 
payables to other companies within the Group, totalling approximately £3.42m;

• the release of the Company from its liability to the trustee (the “Pension Trustee”) of 
the Interserve section of the Interserve Pension Scheme (the “Pension Scheme”) 
under, among other documents, the override agreement and intercreditor agreement 
entered into as part of the April 2018 refinancing;

• the release, by way of novation, of the Company from its liabilities as guarantor in 
respect of the Interserve section of the Pension Scheme (such liabilities being 
capped at the lesser of £250m and 105% of funding on a section 179 Pensions Act 
2004 basis);

• the payment of certain funding amounts to the Administrators in respect of, amongst 
other things, costs and expenses incurred during the course of the administration of 
the Company (the “Administration”) and to enable the prescribed part under the Act to 
be funded to the maximum amount of £600,000; and

• the elimination of the Company’s preferential creditor claims in respect of unpaid 
wages, accrued holiday pay and potential unsecured creditor claims for redundancy 
pay and lieu of notice claims as a result of the transfer of the Company’s 59 
employees to the Buyer pursuant to the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of 
Employment) Regulations 2006 (“TUPE”) (and the Buyer’s assumption of the 
liabilities owed to those employees). 

The Transaction was entered into following a period of sustained negotiation with, amongst 
others, the Company’s secured creditors (comprising its Lenders (as defined below), Bonding 
Providers (as defined below) and the Pension Trustee) with a view to achieving a solvent 
restructuring of the financial obligations of the Group. The failure of the Company’s 
shareholders to approve that financial restructuring was (as described in section 2 of this 
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report) a key factor leading to our appointment as Administrators and the completion of the 
Transaction.  

Prior to effecting the Transaction, the Company had commissioned valuations of the Group 
(as described in section 5 of this report) which demonstrated that the market value range of 
the Group was at a level that was significantly less than the amount of debt secured against 
the Company’s assets. Therefore, other than by way of the prescribed part payable pursuant 
to the Act, the Company’s unsecured creditors (and shareholders) would not have received 
any recovery in the Administration from the proceeds of any asset sale by the Company. 

Pre-packaged administration sales 

In many cases there is a high level of interest from creditors, shareholders, the public and the 
business community in a pre-packaged sale. The term pre-packaged sale refers to an 
arrangement under which the sale of all or part of a company’s business or assets is 
negotiated with a purchaser prior to the appointment of an administrator and where the 
administrator effects the sale immediately on, or shortly after, their appointment.  

For that reason, the professional bodies that regulate the insolvency profession have 
stipulated that transparency in such circumstances is of primary importance. As licensed 
insolvency practitioners, we are bound by the Insolvency Code of Ethics when carrying out all 
professional work relating to the Administration. 

In accordance with Statement of Insolvency Practice 16, a detailed explanation of the 
Transaction is set out in this report. This Transaction only transferred substantially all of the 
business and assets and certain liabilities of the Company, with the Company’s subsidiaries 
being unaffected other than by the transfer of their ultimate beneficial owner. The Company’s 
subsidiaries, now held directly or indirectly by the Buyer, are continuing to trade normally and 
on a solvent basis.  

Purpose of the Administration 

The purpose of an administration is to achieve one of three statutory objectives (in the 
following order of priority): 

a) to rescue the company as a going concern;

b) to achieve a better result for the company’s creditors as a whole than would be likely
if the company were wound up (without first being in administration); or

c) to realise property in order to make a distribution to one or more secured or
preferential creditors.

In this case, the objective pursued by the Administrators for the Company was objective (b). 
The Transaction achieved a better result for the Company’s creditors as a whole than would 
have been likely if the Company had been wound up (without first being in administration). 

If the Transaction had not proceeded, not only would the Company have fallen into an 
unplanned insolvency, but also its subsidiaries (held both directly and indirectly) would have 
needed to file for insolvency protection, as described further in this report. This would have 
resulted in the realisation of significantly reduced value in respect of the Company’s assets 
and crystallised further significant liabilities of the Company.  

In addition, the insolvency of the Company and its subsidiaries would have threatened the 
employment of the Group’s approximately 68,000 employees and the ongoing financial 
viability of the Group’s sub-contractors, who rely on their contracts with the Group, and would 
have risked significant disruption to critical outsourced public services and resulted in 
widespread loss to customers, suppliers and other creditors.   
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Further information regarding the Administration generally and the outcome for creditors is 
provided in the Administrators’ Statement of proposals. The Statement of proposals is 
available to be downloaded from the Ernst & Young LLP (“EY”) website, www.ey.com/uk/
interserveplcadministration.

If you require a hard copy of this report or have any queries in relation to its contents or the 
Administration generally, please contact EY’s Interserve team on +44 (0)20 7197 5327 or via 
email at interserveplcadministration@uk.ey.com.  
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2. Background
Group structure

The Company was incorporated on 19 April 1906 under the name The Tilbury Contracting 
and Dredging Company (1906) Limited. It then became known as Tilbury Douglas Plc 
following a merger with RM Douglas (a construction and civil engineering business) in 1991 
before rebranding in 2001 as Interserve Plc.

The Company, which was listed on the London Stock Exchange, was the ultimate parent 
company of a group of companies which operated as an integrated support services, 
construction and equipment services business. The Group operated predominantly in the UK 
and the Middle East through three divisions:

• Construction: the Group’s construction business provides advice, design, construction 
and fit-out services for buildings and infrastructure. In addition to the UK, this business 
has a presence in the Middle East (UAE, Qatar and Oman), which is structured through 
longstanding joint venture partnerships.

• Support Services: the Group’s support services business involves the management 
and delivery of outsourced, operational activities, including integrated facilities 
management, frontline services, justice and specialist healthcare, training, estate 
management and industrial services. The customer base is comprised of both public and 
private sector organisations in the UK and overseas.

• Equipment services: the Group’s equipment services business, which trades globally 
as RMD Kwikform (“RMDK”), designs, hires and sells formwork and falsework, shoring 
and safety solutions to the Construction industry. It operates globally through a wholly 
owned network of over 70 branches, utilising agents in countries in which it does not 
have a permanent presence. The key sectors that RMDK targets for business are 
infrastructure, energy and utilities, industrial, commercial/institutional and multi-storey 
residential.  

The Group had a combined annual revenue of approximately £2.9 billion and has a workforce 
of approximately 68,000 staff globally, the majority of whom are within the UK. The Company 
itself had no separate trading activities but provided limited shared central services, such as 
human resources and IT, to its operating divisions.  

The Company’s principal asset was its shares in Interserve Group Holdings Limited (“IGHL”) 
of which it owned 100%.  

Financing 

The Group entered into a range of financing arrangements in respect of which there was, as 
at the date of administration, approximately £1.081 billion in aggregate (comprising 
approximately £814.51m (in principal amount) of secured debt owed to the Lenders (as 
defined below), approximately £201.73m of contingent secured liabilities owed to the Bonding 
Providers (as defined below) and £65.15m in respect of accrued and capitalised cash and 
PIK (payment in kind) interest under the Group’s cash and bonding facilities, certain “make-
whole” amounts in respect of the US private placement notes issued by the Group and fees). 
This included two super senior term loan facilities, five senior revolving credit facilities, three 
series of US private placement notes and a combination of both super senior committed and 
senior uncommitted bonding facilities provided by a range of financial institutions (the 
providers of the bonding facilities being, the “Bonding Providers”). The Group’s term loan 
facilities and revolving credit facilities were funded primarily by a syndicate of secured lenders 
(together with the holders of the US private placement notes, the “Lenders”).  
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Each of these arrangements benefited from guarantees from a number of entities within the 
Group, including the Company, as well as a comprehensive security package which included, 
subject to certain limited exceptions (i) security over the shares in such companies (except 
the Company), (ii) fixed and floating charges over the assets of each of such English-
incorporated entities and (iii) equivalent security over any such non-English-incorporated 
entities to the extent possible.  

The Company was, amongst other things, a guarantor of these arrangements and acted as 
borrower under certain of such arrangements, including the super senior term loan facilities 
and the super senior committed bonding facilities.  

In January 2019, we instructed our legal advisers to carry out a review of the security granted 
in favour of GLAS Trust Corporation Limited (“GLAS”) as security agent for the Lenders, the 
Bonding Providers and the Pension Trustee, focussing in particular on the validity of the 
security. The security review confirmed the overall validity of the security including that the 
Company’s primary asset – being its shares in IGHL – was subject to fixed charge security.  

Recent financial results 

The key recent financial results for the Company are detailed below (the financial year end 
being 31 December): 

As described above, the Company itself had no separate trading activities (generating £nil 
revenue) but instead provided shared central services, such as human resources and IT, to 
its key operating divisions. For these reasons, the Company consistently generated a loss for 
each year.  

The key recent financial results for the Group are detailed below (the financial year end being 
31 December): 

Following several years of economic growth and profitability, the Group suffered a significant 
deterioration in its financial and trading performance in recent years. The Group’s UK support 
services and construction services sectors faced extremely challenging conditions which 
significantly impacted profitability and exposed it to financial and trading difficulties. The 
market turbulence in these sectors resulted in service providers, such as the Company, being 
increasingly unable to absorb losses on individual contracts and led to a damaging loss of 
confidence in their future financial performance. This position, as well as other factors, left the 
Group in a position of financial weakness which had a severely detrimental impact on the 
Company’s ability to withstand its recent financial difficulties.   

As a result of these difficulties, the Company’s share price declined significantly from 
approximately 386 pence per share in January 2015 to a low of approximately 7 pence per 
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share in February 2019. This significant share price decline resulted in a decline in market 
capitalisation from approximately £800m in January 2015 to a low of approximately £15m in 
February 2019. The share price fluctuated following the issue of the prospectus for the 
Deleveraging Plan and was at 6 pence when the shares were suspended. 

Since 2015, the Group (particularly its construction services business) faced a number of 
challenges, including industry-wide pricing pressures and specific supply chain failures, 
resulting in the Group reporting difficulties in its construction division. The Group’s 
International business (located in the Middle East) was also impacted by the weakness in oil 
prices and trading sanctions in place against Qatar.  

The weak performance from the Group’s construction division continued in 2016 as a result 
of, amongst other things, serious challenges with legacy contracts. This resulted in a series of 
exceptional contract provisions, increased cash outflow and a significant adverse impact on 
the Group’s net indebtedness. 

This trend continued in 2017 with challenging market conditions and underperformance in the 
Group’s construction business (in particular in respect of its Energy from Waste (“EfW”) 
contracts) and restricted margins in its UK support services division. As a result of these and 
other factors, Group losses rose to £254m, putting further pressure on Group liquidity.  

Although the Group sought to counteract this deterioration through a series of cost reduction 
and turnaround measures, including changes in senior management and a transformation 
programme incorporating a review of the Group’s commercial contracts, these measures did 
not deliver sufficient cost reductions to counteract the Group’s wider financial 
underperformance.  

This resulted in the Group requiring additional financing and, following discussions with the 
Lenders, the Bonding Providers and the Pension Trustee, a refinancing was agreed in April 
2018; the terms of this refinancing included the provision of £196.6m in new super senior 
term loan cash facilities and up to £94.5m in new committed super senior bonding facilities.  

Although the April 2018 refinancing had been intended to provide the Company with a stable 
platform from which to improve profitability and growth, the Group continued to struggle to 
improve its financial performance. Whilst the Group made progress to stabilise and 
turnaround aspects of its business, certain challenges impacted the planned profitability and 
cash flow of the Group, including: 

• market speculation in respect of the Group’s business (particularly in the wake of the 
collapse of Carillion Plc), the impact of which was to increase nervousness amongst 
the Group’s credit insurers, suppliers and customers and, in turn, adversely affect 
credit terms and new contract awards;

• an unwind of working capital in the Group’s construction division as a result of lower 
than anticipated new contract awards, in part due to more robust tendering processes 
and in part due to the market speculation described above;

• an increase in the cost of bonding which impacted on the Group’s margins and 
bidding competitiveness;

• continued issues relating to onerous legacy contracts in the Group’s construction 
division (including in respect of the EfW contracts) and the associated costs and 
adverse working capital implications;

• slower than planned progress on disposals of certain assets;

• delays in collecting receipts from certain customers in the Middle East;

• a reduction in the receipt of dividends from certain joint venture partners as a result of 
the market speculation described above; and 
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 higher than budgeted costs in respect of completing the April 2018 refinancing.

As a result of the Group’s continued financial difficulties, the Group developed an additional 
liquidity requirement (ultimately amounting to £110m) which needed to be satisfied by mid-
March 2019. Without this additional liquidity, it was impossible for the Group to avoid 
insolvency. In light of this, and in an effort to find a long-term solution to the Group’s financial 
difficulties, the Company explored various options with the Lenders and the Group’s other key 
stakeholders. Following these discussions, a consensual solution to the Group’s financial 
difficulties was agreed with these stakeholders, subject to shareholder approval, through a 
deleveraging plan which would have, amongst other things, considerably reduced the 
Group’s leverage through the conversion of a significant proportion of the Group’s existing 
debt into new equity in the Company (the “Deleveraging Plan”).  

The Group’s management believed that the Deleveraging Plan provided the Group with a 
much stronger balance sheet and the platform to deliver on its strategy and address the 
issues that had arisen since the April 2018 refinancing. The key terms of the final 
Deleveraging Plan were announced on 27 February 2019 as follows: 

 existing lenders would have provided £110m of new liquidity through the provision of
a new debt facility with a maturity of 2022;

 there would have been a placing and open offer of new equity with the aim of raising
approximately £435.2m;

 participations under the super senior revolving facilities and the US private placement
notes would have been reduced in an amount equal to approximately £485m in
exchange for new equity and/or prepayment from the proceeds of the placing and
open offer;

 RMDK would have been ring-fenced within the consolidated Group with £350m of
existing debt allocated to it, of which £168.3m would have been cash-pay and
£181.7m would have been converted into a subordinated non-cash pay debt
instrument (the “IHL Facility”), both on a non-recourse basis to the rest of the Group;

 the Bonding Providers would have provided additional bonding facilities to enable the
Group to secure additional business as anticipated by its business plan; and

 the net cash-pay leverage of the Group (excluding the IHL Facility) would have been
reduced to less than one times the Group’s EBITDA and the Group’s total net
leverage (including the RMDK non-cash pay debt instrument) would have been
reduced to approximately two times the Group’s EBITDA.

Given that the Deleveraging Plan involved a significant placing and open offer, its 
implementation was dependent on approval by the Company’s shareholders.   

Contingency Planning 

In light of the fact that the Company’s shareholders might refuse to pass the resolution 
required to implement the Deleveraging Plan consensually (the “Resolution”), the Group also 
commenced contingency planning to consider the possibilities and outcomes in the event that 
there were no other viable solvent refinancing or restructuring options that were capable of 
implementation.  

In connection with such contingency planning, the Lenders, the Bonding Providers and the 
Pension Trustee indicated that they supported, as a fall-back option in the event that the 
Deleveraging Plan was not able to be implemented consensually, a transaction whereby a 
newly incorporated company (which would ultimately be owned by the Lenders) acquired the 
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substantially all of the business and assets and certain liabilities of the Company via a pre-
packaged administration sale.  

As such, the Group liaised with the Lenders’, Bonding Providers’ and Pension Trustee’s 
respective advisers to develop a contingency plan that would allow substantially all of the 
business and assets and certain liabilities of the Company to be transferred to a newly 
incorporated company in a timely and coordinated manner in the event that an insolvency of 
the Group could not be avoided.   

Failure of Shareholder Resolution 

The Resolution was put to the Company’s shareholders at the extraordinary general meeting 
(the “EGM”) of the Company held on 15 March 2019. The Resolution was rejected by the 
Company’s shareholders by 59.38% of votes to 40.62% of votes, which meant that the 
Company was unable to implement the Deleveraging Plan.  

As a result, the various waivers and consents obtained from the Lenders and the Bonding 
Providers in respect of the Group’s financing arrangements ceased to be effective and were 
deemed to have been void from the point at which they were entered into and the Group was 
in continuing default under those financing arrangements.  

Consequently, and in light of (i) the absence of any available option that would have 
satisfactorily addressed the Company’s immediate financial condition, including its critical 
liquidity needs and (ii) the imminent prospect of the Company’s liabilities becoming due and 
payable, implementation of a non-consensual restructuring became necessary to restructure 
the Group and provide the necessary liquidity to avoid insolvencies across the entire Group 
and the consequential and significantly adverse impact on the Company, the Group’s 
customers, suppliers and employees and the critical services provided by the Group.  

Following consideration of the options available to the Group, the directors of the Company 
resolved to apply to the High Court of Justice in England and Wales for an administration 
order in respect of the Company, taking into account legal advice received, the directors’ 
fiduciary duties and wrongful trading considerations. The directors concluded that the filings 
needed to be made on an urgent basis in view of these considerations and should occur as 
early as possible following the EGM on 15 March 2019.  

Following approval from the High Court of Justice in England and Wales, the Administrators 
were appointed in respect of the Company on 15 March 2019. The sale of the business and 
substantially all of the assets of the Company to the Buyer was completed on the same day, 
the Administrators having concluded that the Transaction represented the best available 
outcome for the creditors of the Company as a whole in the circumstances and, in particular, 
delivered a better result for the Company’s creditors as a whole than would have been likely if 
the Company had been wound up (without first being in administration). 
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3. Initial introduction and pre-appointment work carried
out

A team at EY (the “Lender Team”) was initially engaged by the Lenders in October 2017. A
separate team at EY, led by Mr Hudson and me (the “Company Team”) was introduced to the
Company by the Lenders (as detailed in appendix D) on 12 December 2018.

The Lender Team was first instructed by the Lenders in relation to the Group in October 2017
to conduct a review of the Group’s short-term cash flow, liquidity position, forecast analysis
and business plan in order to consider the Group’s additional funding requirements and
potential restructuring options, in addition to providing ongoing advice in relation to
stakeholder management. This engagement was extended and supplemented in December
2017, April 2018 and July 2018, as described in Appendix B.

The Lender Team was further instructed by the Lenders in December 2018 to review the
Group’s business plan, short-term cash flow and liquidity position in order to assist the
Lenders in considering the potential deleveraging options for the Group, including what
ultimately became the Deleveraging Plan, and to provide financial advisory support and
assistance with stakeholder management in relation to the potential deleveraging options.

Shortly after the Lender Team was retained in relation to the work by the Lenders and given
increasing concerns that it might not be possible to achieve a consensual solvent
restructuring, the Company instructed the Company Team in January 2019 to carry out the
contingency planning work described in this report. This work included, amongst other things:

 assessment of (i) whether the statutory purposes of an administration would be
capable of being achieved and (ii) the feasibility of a pre-packaged administration
sale being implemented and EY insolvency practitioners being able to accept an
appointment as administrators of the Company;

 advice in relation to a potential pre-packaged administration sale (including
preparation of an SPA (as defined below) acceptable to the Administrators and
identification of which assets and liabilities of the Company were to be transferred
pursuant to such SPA) and assistance with stakeholder engagement;

 preparation of this report; and

 limited, non-reliance based, information in respect of some of the generic operational
matters that would need to be considered by a purchaser in order to accept the
business and assets of the Company, such as tax registration and the opening of
bank accounts.

Given that the Lender Team had already been engaged by the Lenders to review the Group’s 
financial condition, a partner of EY was considered to be well placed to take on a role as 
prospective administrator and to gain a sufficient level of understanding of the financial and 
operational condition of the Group quickly. Therefore, as is commonly the case, the Company 
engaged the Company Team, led by Mr Hudson and me, to carry out this contingency 
planning work.  

Since the engagement of the Lender Team in December 2018, and in anticipation that a 
separate team was potentially required for the contingency planning work, EY ensured that 
sufficient mechanisms were in place between the Lender Team and the Company Team in 
order to avoid any potential conflicts of interest or leaks of confidential information. The steps 
taken included the implementation of an information barrier, internal restrictions on 
information sharing (other than in accordance with, and as permitted by, the respective terms 
of their engagement as advisers to the Company and the Lenders, as relevant) and a 
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requirement that all members of the Lender Team and the Company Team should sign ring-
fencing agreements. In addition, the provision of any Group information from the Company 
Team to the Lender Team only occurred with the prior consent of the Group.  

Notwithstanding that the Buyer is the acquisition vehicle of the Lenders, EY is not engaged 
by, nor has it provided advice to, the Buyer. For completeness and as is usual in pre-
packaged administration sale transactions, the Company Team has provided limited and 
generic information, on a non-reliance basis, in respect of certain operational matters to be 
considered in order for the Buyer to operate the Group’s business after completion of the 
Transaction.  

We understand that to the extent required, the Lender Team may perform a limited role for 
the Lenders during the Administration, in respect of monitoring the satisfaction of conditions 
subsequent to the wider restructuring transaction of which the Transaction is a part. 

Having considered the relevant principles contained in the Insolvency Code of Ethics, neither 
Mr Hudson nor I considered that any of the prior relationships referred to above precluded us 
from being appointed as Administrators.  
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4. Marketing of the business

Marketing

In connection with the contingency planning work, the Company – in conjunction with Mr 
Hudson and me – considered whether to pursue a marketing process in respect of the 
Company’s business and assets. The Company was listed on the London Stock Exchange 
and was the subject of significant public scrutiny and press speculation, particularly given the 
collapse of Carillion Plc and the Group’s involvement in providing vital public services 
contracts. As a result, based on the advice of financial and legal advisers, it was ultimately 
decided that it would not have been possible to conduct a formal, public and what would have 
been – given the Group’s complexity – lengthy marketing process on a pre or post 
administration basis without it having a detrimental effect on the value of the Company’s 
business and assets and further increasing the Group’s liquidity requirements. The reasons 
for this view are summarised below.

Given the nature of the Group’s business, its success is intrinsically linked to its ability to 
complete its existing contracts and to secure future contracts in the private and public 
sectors. In order to win future contracts, prospective customers must be confident that the 
Group will be able to complete the work required over the agreed timescales and, in relation 
to completing its existing contracts, the Group is heavily reliant upon its relationships with the 
suppliers and the sub-contractors which it engages to perform the work under the contracts 
(and who, in addition, extend credit to the Group through their payment terms). It is therefore 
critical to the success of the Group’s business that its counterparties are confident in its ability 
to continue to trade and honour the contracts.

If the Company’s counterparties, including its customers and suppliers, had become aware of 
a sale process, which might (as explained below) have resulted in the sale of only part of the 
Group’s business, it would have cast doubt on the prospect of a solvent financial restructuring 
for the remainder being achievable and, as a result, would have undermined their confidence 
in the Group’s ability to continue to trade and perform the services under its contracts. This 
may have led to a refusal by the Group’s customers and suppliers to continue to support the 
business in the fear that the Group, or any part of the Group, was at risk of falling into 
insolvency. It would also likely have encouraged the Group’s counterparties to take 
precautions due to the Group’s precarious position by hardening the terms of their contracts 
(including customers withholding payments and suppliers accelerating payment terms, or 
refusing to contract entirely), which would, in turn, have jeopardised the Group’s ability to 
complete its existing contracts. Any such action by the Group’s customers and suppliers 
would have been to the detriment of the Group’s cash flow and achievable realisations for its 
business and assets and thus have been at the expense of the Company’s creditors as a 
whole.

Certain customers had already expressed concerns that a sale of RMDK would have 
weakened the strength of the remaining parts of the Group.

In addition, given the diverse sectors in which the Group operates, it was also deemed 
unlikely that a single purchaser would have acquired the entire Group (including the 
assumption of the EfW liabilities or a bid that attributed value to the Group’s equity); rather, it 
was expected that various interested parties would have needed to have been sought to 
acquire certain of the Group’s divisions and subsidiaries. If this had occurred and parties had 
only sought to buy selected contracts and assets – potentially on a distressed basis – this 
would likely have increased negative perception of the viability of certain businesses or parts 
of the Group to continue to trade as going concerns. This uncertainty would likely have further 
increased the Group’s liquidity requirement. This, in turn, would have further damaged the 
Group’s financial position and attractiveness as a counterparty.
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In light of the Group’s deteriorating financial position, it was also possible that interested 
parties would have adopted a strategy of waiting for a collapse to enable them to acquire 
selected contracts and assets at discounted values. The expected value destructive impact of 
a formal marketing process (as described above) would likely have exacerbated this risk.  
This strategy would have been especially likely in respect of the Group’s construction division 
with its onerous contracts (and EfW in particular) thereby making a solvent sale unlikely and 
further heightening the concerns and risks referred to in this report.  

In light of these factors, it would have been destabilising and value destructive for all 
stakeholders to have undertaken a formal marketing process in respect of the Company’s 
trading subsidiaries and related assets. The adverse impact of a formal marketing process on 
customer and supplier dealings would – for the reasons described above – likely have 
created a severe liquidity crisis for the Company resulting in uncontrolled insolvency 
proceedings across the Group and significant damage to the value of the Group and 
consequential losses for the Company’s creditors.   

The possibility of marketing the Group’s business during an administration process was also 
considered. However, the complexity of the Group’s structure (which covers a range of 
geographies and industry sectors) and its financial arrangements also meant that marketing 
the business with a view to a sale during an administration process was expected to take two 
to three months to complete on an accelerated basis (and at least seven to nine months on a 
more comprehensive basis), as interested parties would have required a significant level of 
information and due diligence. The instability which would have arisen during this period 
would have risked material damage to the Company’s businesses and a deterioration in the 
ultimate value of the Group. In any event, carrying out such a sales process in an 
administration would have given rise to a very significant funding requirement, which the 
Lenders were not prepared to provide and, despite its approach to the Administrators 
(described below), Coltrane Master Fund L.P. (“Coltrane”) was also unable to provide on a 
readily implementable basis as the other stakeholder consents required were not available. 

As described further in section 5 of this report, the valuation evidence – namely two 
independent valuations – showed that, after accounting for the indebtedness of the Group, 
the Group’s equity value was assessed to be significantly negative. This therefore 
demonstrated no value in the equity of the Group and rendered it highly unlikely that 
marketing would have led to a third party offer in excess of the Group’s indebtedness. As 
such, this valuation evidence provides further support for the Administrators’ view that to 
conduct a marketing process would have worsened the position of the Company’s creditors.  
As described in section 7 of this report, the two proposals from Coltrane also demonstrated 
that there was no existing equity value.  

For completeness, it should also be noted that, as the Company’s ordinary shares are listed 
on the UKLA Official List and traded on the London Stock Exchange, the Company had 
remained open to interested market participants to bid (pursuant to the rules of the City Code 
on Takeovers and Mergers) for the entire issued share capital of the Company, to acquire 
shares of the Company through ordinary course stock trading, or to otherwise make an 
approach to the Company to propose an alternative restructuring proposal. It is indicative of 
the lack of market interest in the whole business of the Group that, despite the considerable 
publicity about the Group’s financial position, we understand that, other than as detailed in 
this report, no reliable or deliverable approaches were made.  

It is therefore the Administrators’ firm belief that a formal marketing process would have been 
detrimental to the value of the Group and would not have achieved the best possible outcome 
for the Company’s creditors as a whole.   
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5. Valuation of business and assets

Despite the fact that a formal marketing process would have been detrimental to the value of
the Group, and (notwithstanding this) that there was no funding or time available to conduct
such an exercise, it was important to have the benefit of independent views as to the value of
the Group in order for Mr Hudson and me to evaluate whether the Transaction was
appropriate.

Appointment of valuers

As such, it was determined to be appropriate and proportionate for the Company to instruct
KPMG LLP (“KPMG”), being a leading accountancy firm with an expertise in valuations, and
Houlihan Lokey EMEA LLP (“HL”), being a leading investment bank with an expertise in
valuations, to provide market values of the Group as at 31 December 2018. The valuers were
selected following a competitive process run by the Company and its financial advisers,
Rothschild & Co (“Rothschild”), and on the basis of a number of objective criteria (including
delivery time, liability caps and estimated costs). As part of the selection process, Mr Hudson
and I joined meetings with the Company and its financial advisers to discuss the objective
criteria used in selecting the valuers.

Both valuers confirmed their independence and that they carried appropriate professional
indemnity insurance.

Valuation methodology and key considerations

The valuations were prepared in order to determine a potential disposal price range for the
Group at fair market value on a debt-free/cash-free, sum-of-the-parts, going-concern basis,
and – given the liquidity issues – taking into account the impact of an accelerated sales
process under restricted marketing conditions.

Market value is defined as the amount for which an asset would change hands between a
willing buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction after proper marketing and
where the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion.

In arriving at their assessment of the market value, the valuers considered a number of
customary valuation methodologies including:

 discounted cash flow analysis with reference to the Group’s current business plan;

 capitalised earnings analysis based on near-term earnings and the multiples
observed in the market for comparable companies and transactions; and

 listed entity analysis with reference to the current trading range of the Company’s
shares.

In arriving at their valuations, the valuers each considered and highlighted a number of key 
issues, including management’s trading projections and management’s ability to secure new 
contracts and acceptance onto contract frameworks to achieve the forecast growth.  

As described in section 4 above, there would have been a number of challenges in being 
able to achieve sales of certain of the Group’s divisions. In particular: 

 Construction: it was unlikely that any potential purchaser would have been willing to
take on the whole of the Group’s construction services business without undertaking
a substantive due diligence process and, potentially, ring-fencing onerous legacy
contracts.
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 International: it was considered likely to be challenging to find a single purchaser
which represented an appropriate partner for all of the Group’s joint venture interests
in the Group’s International operations. Pre-emption rights and long-term
relationships with local partners would also likely have rendered it difficult to
maximise value in the Group’s International operations (Middle East) through a sale.

 Separation issues: there would have been challenges in being able to separate
certain divisions of the Group for sale. In particular, the Group’s Construction and
Support Services divisions both participate in the Pension Scheme and there would
likely have been cash leakage as a result of a disposal of either of these divisions.

The valuation results 

The results of the valuations are summarised in the table below. The valuations were carried 
out on a sum-of-the-parts basis for each of the divisions of the Group, being RMDK, Support 
Services, Construction and International. The table below includes the aggregation of those 
valuations.  

* Working capital (Construction) provision of £(50)m per HL valuation included in Construction EV (enterprise value)
pre-adjustments.
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Enterprise Value adjustments

As set out in the table above, potential purchasers would likely have sought a number of 
adjustments to the Enterprise Values in respect of certain “debt-like” items including:  

Pension deficit Provision for the technical deficit valuation of the Group’s 
pension scheme 

EfW provision Additional potential losses forecast in respect of EfW 
settlements beyond those already provided for at the year end 

Negative working 
capital in construction 

Construction transactions usually involve businesses being 
sold free of negative net working capital 

Minority interests Provision for the removal of minority interests in the relevant 
business’ value 

Group provisions Potential future cash outflows for which a purchaser is likely to 
adjust  

The valuations also made comment on whether the forecast growth for certain of the Group’s 
divisions would withstand due diligence scrutiny. 

It is also possible that, following due diligence, purchasers would have sought other 
deductions. 

Net equity on a full marketing basis 

As at the date of administration, the Group’s gross debt (excluding contingent secured 
liabilities owed to the Bonding Providers and pension liabilities), including accrued and 
capitalised cash and PIK interest under the cash and bonding facilities of the Group, certain 
“make-whole” amounts in respect of the US private placement notes issued by the Group and 
fees, amounted to £879.66m.  

Accordingly, based on the adjusted Enterprise Values set out above, there is no equity value 
in any scenario.  

Accelerated disposal / restricted marketing period 

The valuations are based on an optimum marketing period of between at least seven and   
nine months. However, given the liquidity position of the Group and the lack of short-term 
funding, an accelerated M&A process (of around two to three months or an even shorter 
period) would have been required. This would have resulted in a material discount to the 
Group’s Enterprise Values set out above. This discount (“AMA discount”) was estimated by 
KPMG to be between 25% and 50% and by HL to be between 26.4% and 30.7%. There are a 
number of reasons for these levels of discount including: 

 the reduced extent of marketing and approaches to interested parties, of which the
approaches would have needed to focus solely on parties that could transact at an
appropriate pace;
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 the reduced diligence capable of being carried out to understand the drivers of value
for the business (an 80:20 approach is often taken). This is due to the limited time
available to interrogate the information and thus certain value drivers may have been
discounted, thereby impacting the level of consideration a purchaser would have
been willing to pay;

 the limited access to management and reduced information which could have been
collated and provided to interested parties within the reduced time available; and

 the limited time available to a potential purchaser to conduct legal, financial,
commercial, tax, customer and operational due diligence.

Although the accelerated disposal discounts reflect an adjustment based on the independent 
views of the valuers, in reality – for the reasons set out earlier in this report – the Group was 
not in a position to run a formal marketing process without precipitating a likely insolvency of 
all or a substantial part of the Group.  

Furthermore, these valuations are based on a disposal of the Group in circumstances where 
there is funding to run a period of marketing in order to effect disposals. In practice, no 
funding for any period of marketing on any basis was available, and so the net value 
achieved in these circumstances would likely have been less than that stated in the 
valuations.  

The effect of the accelerated disposals are set out in the table below.  

AMA (accelerated merger and acquisition) 

Equity value 

The valuations illustrate that the value of the business breaks materially within the Group’s 
secured debt with a deficit to equity value of between £(163)m and £(625)m on a full 
marketing basis and of between £(399)m and £(861)m on a restricted marketing basis. The 
valuations therefore clearly demonstrate that there was (i) no equity value in the Group and 
(ii) in the case of the insolvency of the Group, other than the prescribed part payable
pursuant to the Act, only the secured creditors, due to their structurally senior position, would
have received any distribution in respect of their debt.

Based on the valuations and the significant difference between the upper values of the 
valuations and the level of the Group’s secured indebtedness, we consider that this 
confirmed that it was appropriate and proportionate not to conduct a full marketing process, 
particularly given that the Company’s key financial stakeholders with an economic interest in 
the Group had already proposed a viable restructuring deal for the Group and would not 
support, nor would fund, a marketing process.
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6. Consultation with major creditors and other
stakeholders

Since the involvement of Mr Hudson and me in this matter, we have followed the steps that 
have been taken by the Company to engage with its key stakeholders in order to explore all 
other possible options available to the Group for achieving the deleveraging required.

The Lenders, Bonding Providers and Pension Trustee were all actively engaged in the 
negotiation and agreement of the Deleveraging Plan, and the contingency planning process 
that ultimately resulted in the Transaction. All of these parties positively consented to the 
Transaction, including through their execution of the restructuring implementation deed dated 
15 March 2019 (the “Restructuring Implementation Deed”).

Given their interest in many of the Group’s contracts, as a key customer, HM Government 
(“HMG”) and its advisers have been kept informed regarding the progress of the Company’s 
restructuring negotiations. They also requested clarity on what would happen if the 
Company’s shareholders rejected the Deleveraging Plan, given that their primary concern 
was to ensure that there was no risk to the continual long-term delivery of public services, 
which required an immediate, seamless transition to a long-term solution, with no risk of 
disruption to public services.

In addition, over the months leading up to the Transaction, the Company, directly or through 
its listing sponsor and financial advisers, engaged with certain of its major shareholders, 
comprising Coltrane, Farringdon Capital Management and Standard Life Aberdeen Plc to 
determine whether there was any other option for rescuing the Company that such 
shareholders were prepared to put forward and which would have been capable of 
implementation.

We understand that approaches were made to Coltrane on behalf of the Company by its 
financial adviser, Rothschild, throughout January 2019 inviting Coltrane to participate in 
discussions in respect of the Deleveraging Plan or to put forward alternative proposals or 
recapitalisation. Notwithstanding an initial response by Coltrane to correspondence from 
Rothschild, attempts by the Company to arrange a subsequent meeting with Coltrane
(including in the Company’s response to Coltrane’s notice under section 303 of the 
Companies Act 2006 on 5 February 2019, requisitioning a general meeting of the Company’s 
shareholders to seek the removal of all of the Company’s directors except Debbie White, the 
chief executive officer) did not come to fruition until a meeting between the Company’s and 
Coltrane’s advisers on 25 February 2019.

As discussed in section 7 of this report, Coltrane put forward two alternative proposals to the 
Company – one on 21 February 2019 and one on 4 March 2019. Coltrane’s advisers also 
contacted Mr Hudson and me directly on 11 March 2019, expressing Coltrane’s interest in 
acquiring certain of the business and assets of the Company should it enter into 
administration and stating that Coltrane would consider funding the administration in order to 
enable an orderly marketing campaign. We describe these engagements in further detail in 
section 8 of this report.

The prospectus published in respect of the Deleveraging Plan made it clear that in the event 
that the Company’s shareholders rejected the Resolution, the immediate need for insolvency 
protection of the Company would be inevitable. With that knowledge, the shareholders voted 
against the Resolution.
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Impact of the transaction for creditors  

The significant outcome for the Company’s creditors resulting from the Transaction and 
related arrangements is that the Company has been released from the majority of its liabilities 
to the Lenders and the Bonding Providers including the release of the Company from its 
liability in respect of a principal amount of approximately £814.51m of secured debt owed to 
the Lenders and approximately £201.73m of contingent secured liabilities owed to the 
Bonding Providers. This results in a remaining liability equal to an amount of approximately 
£65.15m (as at the date of administration) in respect of accrued and capitalised cash and PIK 
interest under the Group’s cash and bonding facilities, certain “make-whole” amounts in 
respect of the US private placement notes issued by the Group and fees.  

The Company has also been released from its liability in respect of intercompany payables to 
other companies within the Group, totalling approximately £3.42m.  In addition, the Company 
has been released from its secured liability to the Pension Scheme by way of (i) a release of 
its liability to the Pension Trustee of the Interserve section of the Pension Scheme under, 
among other documents, the override agreement and intercreditor agreement entered into as 
part of the April 2018 refinancing and (ii) the release, by way of novation, of the Company 
from its liabilities as guarantor in respect of the Pension Scheme. This contingent liability for 
pensions was capped at the lesser of £250m and 105% of funding on a section 179 pensions 
Act 2004 basis. As all of the Company’s 59 employees have been transferred to the Buyer 
pursuant to TUPE, the Transaction has also eliminated the Company’s preferential creditor 
claims in respect of unpaid wages, accrued holiday pay and potential unsecured creditor 
claims for redundancy pay and lieu of notice claims. 

Pursuant to the Transaction, the Buyer has entered into licences to occupy for the Company’s 
leasehold properties with a view (should the Buyer request assignments) to assigning the 
leases, and thus further reduce the potential amount of unsecured creditor claims against the 
Company. In addition, as substantially all of the Company’s business and assets and certain 
liabilities have been transferred as a going concern, it is expected that most (if not all) of the 
suppliers to the Group will continue their relationship with the Buyer.  

Any potential distributions for the Company’s unsecured creditors would have arisen solely 
from the maximum of the prescribed part of £600,000 pursuant to the Act. As part of the 
consideration for the Transaction, the Buyer provided funding for the Administration which 
included an amount equivalent to the maximum prescribed part for distribution by the 
Administrators to the Company’s unsecured creditors. Had the Company’s business and 
assets been sold to a different party at the valuation levels referred to above, and discussed 
in more detail at section 5 above, the Company’s unsecured creditors would not have 
received any more than this amount.  
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7. Alternative options considered by the directors 

Before the EGM, the Company’s directors had considered a broad range of alternative 
options, including raising additional financing and new equity, and a sale of certain business 
divisions of the Group. For the reasons below, it was considered that the alternative options 
were unable to be implemented.  

  Public offering: the Company considered, in connection with the development of 
the Deleveraging Plan, whether a portion of the equity to be issued to the 
Company’s secured creditors could instead have been offered to the Company’s 
existing shareholders and new investors though a public offering. We understand 
that it was determined that such equity issuance would not have been viable given 
the Group’s rapidly deteriorating financial condition, the volatile and uncertain 
conditions affecting the Group’s business and the UK economy as a whole and the 
previous recent negative experiences of one of the Group’s sector competitors 
attempting to raise equity.  

  Sale of RMDK: we understand that the Company also considered the sale of all, or 
substantially all, of the RMDK business. We further understand that as the RMDK 
business was a significant source of value for the Group, a proposed sale would 
have had the potential to destabilise the Group and affect its future ability to win 
contracts. As a result, and whilst preliminary indications of interest were received, it 
was decided by the Company that pursuing such a sale would not have been 
appropriate or viable as a result of the impact it would have had on the remainder of 
the Group’s businesses. 

  Coltrane First Proposal: Coltrane proposed an alternative transaction which was 
announced by the Company on 22 February 2019. This involved the issuance of 
£75m of new equity in the Company to the Company’s shareholders in an offer fully 
underwritten by Coltrane, together with the conversion of £436m of secured debt for 
65% of the equity of the Group and the reinstatement of £169m of super senior debt 
and £225m of senior debt at the Company. This proposal was outline in nature, non-
binding and was subject to due diligence and potential revision. Accordingly, there 
was no certainty that a binding proposal from Coltrane would be received.   

In addition, the £75m figure reflected the new cash requirement referred to by the 
Company publicly on 6 February 2019. However, the Company’s actual new cash 
requirement had (as mentioned above) risen to £110m by the time of the receipt of 
the Coltrane First Proposal. The £75m new liquidity was therefore insufficient for the 
Company’s and the Group’s liquidity needs.  

Further, the Coltrane First Proposal would have been dependent on the support of 
the Lenders, the Bonding Providers and the Pension Trustee. 

As a result of the combination of the terms, limited time available and uncertainty of 
the Coltrane First Proposal, the Company’s directors were unable to obtain the 
support of the Lenders, the Bonding Providers and the Pension Trustee for the 
Coltrane First Proposal and as a result it was considered unachievable.  

It should be noted that the terms of the Coltrane First Proposal gave the Company 
an implied Enterprise Value of approximately £545m. Given that, as at 31 December 
2018, the Company had a significantly greater amount of secured liabilities under its 
financing arrangements, the Coltrane First Proposal appeared to support the view 
that the Company’s value broke within its secured debt. 
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 Coltrane Second Proposal: Coltrane proposed an updated version of the Coltrane
First Proposal to the Company on 4 March 2019. This proposal – which was primarily
an updated summary presentation – involved, among other things, the issuance of
£110m (rather than £75m under the Coltrane First Proposal) of new equity to the
Company’s shareholders in an offer fully underwritten by Coltrane, together with the
conversion of £435m of secured debt for 55% (rather than 65%) of the equity of the
Company. The Coltrane Second Proposal also provided that Coltrane would have
provided an immediate bridging loan of approximately £75m, the availability of which
was conditional on, amongst other things, withdrawal of the notice of the EGM, the
Company ceasing to work towards the Deleveraging Plan and sufficient Lender
consent to enable such facility to rank equally with existing senior debt.

As with the Coltrane First Proposal, the implementation of the Coltrane Second
Proposal required the consent of all of the Lenders, the Bonding Providers and the
Pension Trustee. However, under the terms of the Coltrane Second Proposal, the
Company was initially prohibited from sharing the proposal with those parties. Given
the precarious financial condition of the Group, the Company concluded that (i) it
would not have been feasible to have ceased work on the Deleveraging Plan (as
Coltrane had requested) and (ii) the Coltrane Second Proposal would not have
achieved the best possible outcome for the Company’s creditors as a whole.

Following further engagement between the Company and Coltrane and each of their
advisers, on 11 March 2019, Coltrane gave the Company permission to share the
Coltrane Second Proposal with the Lenders and the Company’s other stakeholders.

Although the Company continued to engage with Coltrane and its advisers, on 14
March 2019, the Lenders’ advisers made clear to the Company that the Lenders did
not consider the Coltrane Second Proposal to be capable of implementation in the
time available. The Lenders noted that, similarly to the First Coltrane Proposal, the
Second Coltrane Proposal was uncommitted, conditional on due diligence and failed
to address many of the complexities of the Group’s situation in respect of which the
Lenders had worked with the Company for several months to resolve.

In addition, given the high-level and insufficiently developed nature of the Second
Coltrane Proposal (the implementation of which would have required the consent of
three stakeholder groups and, depending on the structure, possibly also the
Company’s shareholders), the Lenders concluded that the Group’s liquidity would
have been exhausted long before any such proposal could have been developed and
implemented. As such, against the backdrop of the Group’s urgent near-term funding
requirements and in light of the fact that Coltrane only permitted the Coltrane Second
Proposal to be shared with the Lenders three days prior to the EGM, the Lenders
considered that it was not capable of implementation before the Company’s financing
and liquidity resources would have been exhausted.

In light of this feedback, it was determined that the Coltrane Second Proposal was
not capable of implementation in the time available given the Company’s short-term
liquidity needs.

It should be noted that the terms of the Coltrane Second Proposal gave the Company
an implied Enterprise Value of approximately £505m, being a lower Enterprise Value
than the Coltrane First Proposal.
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8. Other options and implementation of a pre-pack 
administration sale to Montana 1 Limited 

Following the rejection by the Company’s shareholders of the Resolution and their resulting 
appointment, the Administrators had to consider whether it was appropriate, and would 
achieve the best outcome for the Company’s creditors as a whole, to enter into the 
Transaction and transfer substantially all of the Company’s business and assets and certain 
liabilities to the Buyer.  

We considered that an immediate pre-packaged administration sale would result in a better 
outcome than the alternatives, including allowing a period of trading in administration whilst 
purchaser(s) were sought for the Company’s business and assets. We came to this view due 
to a combination of the following factors.  

Liquidity considerations 

  The Company and the Group were in default of their banking facilities and access to 
the available funds under the banking facilities had been withdrawn. 

  On a normal trading basis, the Company’s management had concluded that they 
needed £110m of additional liquidity. This was not available to the Administrators 
from any viable source. As such, not only was there no time to achieve a going 
concern sale of the Group’s businesses, but there would have been no funding 
available to prevent the wider Group entering into insolvency proceedings. 

  An insolvency of the Company would have increased the Group’s funding 
requirement significantly as the Group’s customers would likely have withheld 
payments and suppliers would have demanded payment of monies due and upfront 
payments, as a result of the uncertainty surrounding the Company’s financial 
situation.  

Time and complexity of a sale process 

  The Group is complex and diverse, covering a range of geographies and sectors.  
The advice we received was that a sale process (even if funding for such a process 
had been available) was likely to take two to three months to conclude on an 
accelerated basis given the likely information and due diligence requirements of 
interested parties. This period compared with the estimated timescale to realise 
best value which would have been between seven and nine months. 

  In the meantime, even if it had been possible for the rest of the Group to avoid 
entering insolvency (which it would not have been), the Company and the Group 
would have been subject to continued significant press and market speculation 
which would have called into question the viability of the Group and its businesses, 
as outlined above.  

  It was indicative of the lack of interest in purchasing the Group that the widely 
reported press speculation in respect of the Company in previous months did not 
result in any viable offers or significant interest being made for the Group or its 
substantial businesses. 
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Ability to sell the construction business and related impact on the other businesses 
within the Group 

• With the liabilities in the Construction division arising from various onerous contracts 
(in particular the EfW business), it was unlikely that a solvent sale of the Group’s 
Construction division would have been achieved.

• An insolvency of the main construction subsidiary would, given its status as a 
participating employer in the Pension Scheme, have triggered a debt under section 
75 of the Pensions Act 1995 in respect of that subsidiary’s proportion of the total 
section 75 debt of the Pension Scheme (approximately £129m for that subsidiary). As 
that insolvent employer would have been unable to pay the debt, the Pension Trustee 
would have been likely to call on the guarantee granted by the Company to the 
Pension Trustee.  The debt becoming payable on the call of this guarantee would 
have been likely to result in the Company joining that subsidiary in falling into 
insolvency and which – in turn – would likely have resulted in cross-contagion across 
the Group.

• By virtue of the interconnected nature of the Group’s operations and financing, the 
failure of one part of the Group would have been likely to have led to other parts of the 
Group also entering into insolvency proceedings. This risk is particularly relevant in 
respect of the insolvency of the Construction division which would likely result in the 
Support Services division also falling into insolvency due to the combination, among 
other things, of shared customers and cross-guarantees of bonding arrangements 
that would likely be called on an insolvency. 

Valuation considerations 

 Two independent valuations were commissioned which indicated that the value of the
Group was significantly less than the Group’s secured indebtedness.

 The alternative proposals put forward by Coltrane, whilst not deliverable, had also
indicated that Coltrane did not consider there to be any existing equity value for the
Company from its assets and investments.

Creditor considerations 

 The terms of the Transaction improved the position of the Company’s creditors by
reducing the level of the liabilities which would have otherwise crystallised in respect
of the Company.

 Any alternative transaction would have required the consent of the Lenders to
release their security and that this was unlikely to occur unless such a transaction
repaid their debt in full.

 The terms of the Transaction also offered benefits to the Group’s key stakeholders,
including through preserving the employment of all 59 of the Company’s employees
and facilitating continued access for thousands of beneficiaries of the Group’s
pension schemes to their benefits thereunder.

 The Transaction gave the Company’s counterparties the opportunity for a continued
relationship with the Buyer.

Against the background of these factors, other restructuring options were considered not to 
be viable.  
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 Company Voluntary Arrangement (“CVA”): given the Company’s liquidity 
constraints there was not enough time to arrange a CVA and without a creditors’ 
moratorium there would have been no protection against secured creditors taking 
action against the Company in respect of the defaults that would have arisen as a 
result of proposing a CVA (notwithstanding those arising due to shareholders’ 
rejection of the Resolution). In any event, it was the Group’s level of secured 
indebtedness, gearing and liquidity needs – rather than the extent of the Company’s 
unsecured creditors – which required resolution through a financial restructuring. A 
CVA alone (which cannot impair a secured creditor’s rights without their consent) 
would not have rectified these issues. As a consequence, the CVA option was 
discounted. 

 Formal liquidation: liquidation of the Company would have resulted in a rapid loss 
of confidence in the Group’s underlying businesses once such liquidation became 
public knowledge and would likely have precipitated the collapse of the entire Group, 
thereby resulting in significantly greater losses to the Company’s creditors and to 
creditors across the Group. As a consequence, the liquidation option was discounted. 

 Trading administration funded by Coltrane: as noted in section 6, on 11 March 
2019, Coltrane’s advisers wrote to Mr Hudson and me noting, among other things, 
that Coltrane was interested in acquiring certain of the Company’s business and 
assets should it enter into administration and that Coltrane would consider funding 
the administration in order to allow an orderly marketing campaign to be conducted.  

We responded to this letter on 12 March 2019 and requested that a call or meeting 
was arranged with Coltrane as soon as possible to discuss their interest.  

A call took place on 13 March 2019 between representatives of Coltrane and its 
advisers and Mr Hudson, me and our legal advisers. We made clear to Coltrane that 
any offers would be reviewed to consider if they were likely to (i) provide a better 
return for the Company’s creditors as a whole compared to any alternatives available 
and (ii) be capable of implementation within the time available, including, in 
particular, taking into account the Company’s critical liquidity position and any 
consent rights that the Company’s secured creditors might have. We also informed 
Coltrane and its advisers that if they believed that there was equity value within the 
Group, they may wish to consider making a direct approach to acquire the Lenders’ 
secured debt.  

 Although Coltrane indicated a greater interest in certain divisions of the Group during 
this call, they confirmed that they were, at that time, unable to put forward any offer in 
respect of acquiring any of the business and assets of the Company on the basis that 
they required further information than had been made available to them by the 
Company directly or through its public reporting. Similarly, although Coltrane 
expressed a further interest in providing additional bridge funding to support the 
Group whilst the Company explored alternative restructuring options, Coltrane was 
unable to quantify either the amount of such funding or the terms on which it was 
proposed to be provided. It was made clear by Coltrane, however, that the provision 
of any such bridge funding would need to be subject to some level of certainty of 
recovery of the monies advanced.   

 Following discussions in relation to Coltrane providing new funding to the Company, 
it was our understanding that it was agreed between Coltrane and us that, instead of 
funding an administration of the Company to enable a marketing process to be 
conducted, the most relevant option would have been to provide funding to enable 
the Company to stay out of an insolvency process for a period of time.  
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In light of the lack of detail and confidence regarding the terms of any proposal from 
Coltrane in this regard, it was our preliminary view that such proposals were unlikely 
to be capable of implementation in light of the need for the consent of the Group’s 
secured creditors and the Company’s serious short-term liquidity needs.  

Notwithstanding the lack of a formal proposal (whether binding or non-binding) from 
Coltrane in respect of either the provision of such bridge funding or the purchase of 
the business and assets of the Group, we agreed to discuss with the Company and 
its Lenders whether they would be willing to accept the risk to value posed by a 
period of further trading to enable a formal marketing process and, if so, the amount 
of additional funding which would have been required and the terms on which they 
would have been willing to accept its provision by Coltrane.   

We further agreed to forward any information requests which Coltrane had to the 
Company in order for the Company to assess whether it could fulfil them in light of 
the fact that Coltrane had not agreed at this point to enter into a non-disclosure 
agreement with the Company in respect of the receipt of confidential information.  

At the request of Coltrane, the Company evaluated the additional cash requirement 
to continue to trade for a period of two to three months and determined that this 
would be in the order of approximately £170m. This included estimated additional 
working capital amounts arising from the uncertainty following a rejection of the 
Resolution.  

Following correspondence with the Company and the Lenders’ advisers, the 
Company received feedback from the Lenders’ advisers on 14 March 2019 in respect 
of Coltrane’s interest in providing additional bridge funding to support the Group 
whilst the Company explored alternative restructuring options.   

For similar reasons to those set out in section 7 as to why the Coltrane Second 
Proposal was not capable of implementation, the Lenders made clear that it was not 
feasible in the time available to consent to further interim funding being provided to 
the Group to allow the development of alternative restructuring proposals. The 
Lenders considered that any alternative proposal would take weeks, or perhaps 
months, to develop and that during such period, the uncertainty as to whether an 
alternative restructuring proposal would ultimately be agreed and implemented would 
have had a value destructive impact on the Company’s stakeholders. The Lenders 
further noted that there would have been no practical basis on which they would have 
considered allowing further secured debt to be advanced to the Group as had been 
suggested by Coltrane.  

In light of this feedback, it was determined that Coltrane’s proposal to provide bridge 
funding to the Group in order to avoid an insolvency process was not capable of 
implementation in the time available given the Company’s short-term liquidity needs 
and the lack of consent from the Lenders, which would have been required for its 
implementation.  

Notwithstanding the above and even if the offer by Coltrane to make funding 
available to permit the Company to be traded to facilitate a marketing process in 
administration had been capable of implementation, it is our view that such a 
marketing process would have risked worsening the position of creditors, particularly 
in light of the position expressed by key customers and suppliers to the Company’s 
directors regarding the need for long term stability.   
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It is important that when a contracting-based business such as the Company 
announces that it has applied for an administration order, it is also able to announce 
that a sale transaction has been agreed which will be completed shortly following 
entry into administration. This is to give the Group’s counterparties (who might 
otherwise seek to assert their rights to terminate pursuant to insolvency triggers in 
their contracts or refuse to deal with the Group other than on a cash up-front or 
prepayment basis) confidence that a resolution of the Group’s financial difficulties is 
in hand and avoid, to the greatest extent possible, destabilising the Group’s business 
when an insolvency filing is made in respect of the Company. This reassurance 
would not have been provided in the case of a trading administration and would likely 
have had value destructive effects as stakeholders sought to protect their own 
positions. In addition, the prospects for a solvent sale for the Group’s construction 
business were considered limited and an insolvency in respect of that business 
division had the potential to trigger wider insolvency within the Group as a result of, 
amongst other things, the cross guaranteed pension deficit.  

For these reasons, and despite Coltrane’s interest, it would not have been 
appropriate to trade the business in administration as such an approach would have 
been likely to have resulted in a worse outcome for the Company’s creditors as a 
whole than entry into the Transaction.  

Conclusion 

Following the rejection of the Deleveraging Plan by the Company’s shareholders, the Group 
was in default of its existing funding arrangements and had an immediate funding 
requirement of £110m which it was unable to meet.  

The Company was therefore insolvent as it could not pay its debts as they fell due and the 
Company’s directors decided that they had no alternative but to place the Company into 
administration, which would enable the Administrators, if considered appropriate, to enter into 
the Transaction to transfer substantially all of the Company’s business and assets to the 
Buyer. The Transaction was an alternative means of implementing the Deleveraging Plan 
and allowed the Company’s subsidiaries and trading operations to avoid insolvency and 
continue to trade.  

In the absence of any other acceptable and reliable options, an immediate sale to the Buyer 
was considered to be the best way to stabilise the Group for the long term, preserve its value 
and avoid greater losses to the Company’s creditors. In addition, it avoided significant loss to 
creditors across the Group and loss of employment for the Group’s employees and material 
disruption to the provision of essential services to customers, including HMG. As a result, we 
entered into the Transaction.  
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9. Sale of business and assets

The sale and purchase agreement (“SPA”) was completed and took effect on 15 March 2019.
The sale was completed by the Company, acting by the Administrators.

The Buyer and related parties

The Buyer was Montana 1 Limited, a company registered in England with company number
11830440, whose registered office is at Easterbrook Eaton, Old Fore Street, Sidmouth EX10
8LS. We understand that the Buyer intends to change its name to Interserve Group Limited.

The SPA provided for the sale of the business as a going concern and substantially all of the
assets of the Company, excluding the following assets:

 all records produced by or at the direction of the Administrators, their staff, agents or
representatives in connection with or which relate (in whole or in part) to the
Administration, or were generated or made for or during the Administration;

 all assets in the possession of the Company which were on loan, subject to lease,
hire purchase, conditional sale, rental, contract hire or other agreements which do not
pass title to the Company, or of which it is for any reason bailee;

 the rights and benefit of the directors and officers, or former directors and officers, of
the Company under any policy of insurance in respect of directors’ and officers’
liability;

 any claim, action or right in damages which the Company may have against (i) any
director or officer, or former director or officer, of the Company (including any person
who is, or was, a shadow director or de facto director, but excluding the Lenders or
their representatives acting in that capacity within the requisite authority) or (ii) any
adviser, or former adviser, to the Company; and

 the Company’s shares in Al Binaa Contracting Company W.L.L. (the “Al Binaa
Shares”) to the extent that certain pre-emption rights are exercised.

The releases of the various liabilities from which the Company benefited were documented in 
(i) the SPA, (ii) a partial deed of release in respect of security over the assets transferred
pursuant to the Transaction and (iii) a separate Restructuring Implementation Deed (to which
the Company became a party on 15 March 2019) and which, among other things, also
provided for the financial restructuring of the Group’s debt and bonding arrangements
immediately following the acquisition of almost all of the business and assets of the Group by
the Buyer.

As at the date of the Transaction, none of the directors of the Company were involved in the 
management of the Buyer. It is anticipated that, shortly after the Transaction and in 
accordance with the Restructuring Implementation Deed, the Lenders will convert part of their 
reinstated debt for equity in the Buyer and, as such, become the ultimate beneficial owners of 
the Buyer and its group.  

No directors had given guarantees for amounts due from the Company to a prior financier. 
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Sale consideration 

The financial benefits to the Company from entering into the Transaction in respect of the 
release of secured, unsecured and contingent liabilities exceed £1.2bn and include: 

 the release of the Company from its liability in respect of a principal amount of
approximately £814.51m of secured debt owed to the Lenders and approximately
£201.73m of contingent secured liabilities owed to the Bonding Providers. This
results in a remaining liability equal to an amount of approximately £65.15m (as at
the date of administration) in respect of accrued and capitalised cash and PIK
interest under the Group’s cash and bonding facilities, certain “make-whole” amounts
in respect of the US private placement notes issued by the Group and fees;

 the assumption by the Buyer of the Company’s liability in respect of  intercompany
payables to other companies within the Group, totalling approximately £3.42m;

 the release of the Company from its liability to the Pension Trustee of the Interserve
section of the Pension Scheme under, among other documents, the override
agreement and intercreditor agreement entered into as part of the April 2018
refinancing;

 the release, by way of novation, of the Company from its liabilities as guarantor in
respect of the Interserve section of the Pension Scheme (such liabilities being
capped at the lesser of £250m and 105% of funding on a section 179 Pensions Act
2004 basis);

 the payment of certain funding amounts to the Administrators in respect of, amongst
other things, costs and expenses incurred during the course of the Administration
and to enable the prescribed part under the Act to be funded to the maximum amount
of £600,000 (the “Funding Amounts”); and

 the elimination of the Company’s preferential creditor claims in respect of unpaid
wages, accrued holiday pay and potential unsecured creditor claims for redundancy
pay and lieu of notice claims as a result of the transfer of the Company’s 59
employees to the Buyer pursuant to TUPE (and the Buyer’s assumption of the
liabilities owed to those employees).

The Funding Amounts were paid shortly after completion in accordance with a pre-agreed 
“funds flow statement” pursuant to the Restructuring Implementation Deed. Given that the 
time between completion and payment of the Funding Amounts was not significant, the 
Administrators considered that security was not required in respect of receipt of such Funding 
Amounts.  
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Assets sold 

The assets sold in return for the benefits described above include all of the property, rights 
and assets of the Company (whether actual, contingent or prospective, present or future) 
including the following but excluding the assets referred to above: 

Description of asset Value / purchase 
consideration 

Basis of valuation 

Cash £52,000 Net book value 

Benefit of prepayments £1,412,250 Net book value 

Loan receivable due to the Company 
from Al Binaa Contracting Company 
W.L.L. (“Al Binaa”) and/or its
subsidiaries 

£2,679,000 

Net book value 

Fixed assets (other than freehold 
properties and shares in Al Binaa) 

£500,000 
c.50% of net book
value

Freehold properties £3,070,000 Independent valuation 

Shares in Al Binaa or (as applicable) 
the proceeds of sale of those shares 
in accordance with the SPA 

The fair market value of 
those shares  

To be determined 
under the pre-emption 
process and comprised 
within the valuation 
methodology set out at 
section 5 

Goodwill, business intellectual 
property and other intangible assets 

£300,000 
Comprised within the 
valuation methodology 
set out at section 5 

Shares in IGHL £1 
Comprised within the 
valuation methodology 
set out at section 5 

Shares in other subsidiaries 
Net book value, being 
£1,816,314 in aggregate 

Comprised within the 
valuation methodology 
set out at section 5 

Intercompany receivables (other than 
in respect of Al Binaa) 

The balance due to the 
Company in respect of the 
intercompany receivables 
at completion, being 
£23,898,933 in aggregate 

Net book value 

Any other Assets £1 
Comprised within the 
valuation methodology 
set out at section 5 

Whilst we have identified values for each asset being sold, the consideration should be 
viewed in its totality since the only relevant transaction is the sale of all of the Company’s 
assets for the totality of the consideration. The total consideration is appropriate for the total 
value of the assets being sold and given that the offer is conditional on acquiring all of the 
assets, none of the assets is capable of being realised at its valuation on an individual basis. 

The Transaction transferred substantially all of the business and assets and certain liabilities 
of the Company only. The Group (other than the Company) continues to trade on a “business 
as usual” basis, using new funding obtained by the Buyer.  
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Under the terms of the Transaction, the Buyer was granted licences to occupy the Company’s 
leasehold premises whilst it explores an assignment of the leases with the respective 
landlords.  

Apportionment of sale proceeds 

The consideration paid for the Transaction was predominantly structured by way of a release 
of certain guarantee claims against the Company (as described above), the release of certain 
other liabilities and the provision of the Funding Amounts which are held on trust and do not 
form part of the Company’s estate. As such, no cash proceeds have been received by the 
estate of the Company and so it is not relevant to set out in this report an apportionment of 
sale proceeds to fixed charge realisations and floating charge realisations.   

This structure represents the fact that the Company’s assets were burdened with secured 
indebtedness for an amount significantly greater than their value.  

Despite this, and in order to protect the position of the Company’s unsecured creditors, the 
Administrators have negotiated and retained an amount to be applied in respect of unsecured 
creditor claims up to the maximum prescribed part under the Act, such that the allocation of 
assets to the fixed and floating charges has no impact on recoveries to unsecured creditors.   

Provision of Funding Amounts 

As described above, the assets transferred to the Buyer pursuant to the SPA included all 
cash (both Sterling and non-Sterling) held by the Company. As a result of this, there is no 
cash left within the Company’s estate.   

Given this fact, the Company and the Administrators arranged (as part of the sale 
consideration) for the Buyer to transfer £10.575m to be held on trust for use by the 
Administrators to fund the Administration. This funding amount is available to meet the costs 
and expenses incurred in respect of, amongst other things, costs and expenses deemed valid 
administration expenses under the Act, the remuneration of the Administrators, any amounts 
payable to preferential creditors and an amount equivalent to the maximum prescribed part 
under the Act.   

It is anticipated that this funding will enable the Administrators to wind down the Company in 
an orderly fashion and in accordance with the purpose of the Administration.  

Connected party transaction 

The Buyer does not consider itself to be connected and has not approached the pre-pack 
pool for an opinion.  
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Conclusion 

As set out in this report, given the Company’s lack of liquidity, the absence of any alternative 
offer of financial support having been given by the Company’s financial stakeholders and the 
outstanding events of default under the Group’s financing arrangements, the Transaction 
represented the best available outcome for the Company’s creditors. We consider that the 
terms of the Transaction represented the best price reasonably obtainable for the assets of 
the Company and achieved a better result for the Company’s creditors as a whole than would 
have been likely if the Company had been wound up (without first being in administration).  

For and on behalf of the Company  

R H Kelly 
Joint Administrator 

The affairs, business and property of Interserve Plc (“the Company”) are being managed by the Joint Administrators, Robert Hunter 
Kelly and Alan Michael Hudson, who act as agents of the Company only and without personal liability. As licensed insolvency 
practitioners, Robert Hunter Kelly and Alan Michael Hudson are bound by the Insolvency Code of Ethics when carrying out all 
professional work relating to the Administration. 

Robert Hunter Kelly is licensed in the United Kingdom to act as an insolvency practitioner by The Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of Scotland and Alan Michael Hudson is licensed in the United Kingdom to act as an insolvency practitioner by The Association of 
Chartered Certified Accountants. 

The Joint Administrators may act as data controllers of personal data as defined by the General Data Protection Regulation 
2016/679, depending upon the specific processing activities undertaken. Ernst & Young LLP and/or the Company may act as a data 
processor on the instructions of the Joint Administrators. Personal data will be kept secure and processed only for matters relating to 
the Joint Administrators’ appointment. The Office Holder Data Privacy Notice can be found at www.ey.com/uk/officeholderprivacy. 
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Appendix A  Registered charges 

The company has the following registered charge(s): 

Charge code Date of 
creation of 
charge 

Date of 
registration of 
charge 

Details  

of charge 

Name of 

charge 
holder 

0008 8456 0030 01/05/2018 04/05/2018 Fixed or floating 
charges over 
substantially all of 
the assets of the 
Group (including 
a fixed charge 
over the shares in 
IGHL) and a 
negative pledge  

GLAS (as 
security 
agent for 
the secured 
parties) 

0008 8456 0031 01/05/2018 04/05/2018 Fixed charge and 
negative pledge 
over the shares in 
RMD Kwikform 
Hong Kong 
Limited 1 

GLAS (as 
security 
agent for 
the secured 
parties) 

0008 8456 0033 11/05/2018 23/05/2018 Fixed charge and 
negative pledge 
over the shares in 
Tilbury Ibérica 
S.A. 

GLAS (as 
security 
agent for 
the secured 
parties) 

0008 8456 0032 16/05/2018 21/05/2018 Fixed charge and 
negative pledge 
over the shares in 
RMD Kwikform 
Philippines Inc.    

GLAS (as 
security 
agent for 
the secured 
parties) 

1 The shares subject to this charge were transferred to Interserve Holdings Limited on 20 July 2018, as evidenced by a Form 
MR02 delivered to Companies House by Interserve Holdings Limited on 23 July 2018. 
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Appendix B  EY prior involvement with the Company 

 The Lender Team was engaged by the Lenders in October 2017. The Company Team was instructed 
by the Company in January 2019.  

 EY was instructed to carry out the following work in connection with the Group, of which the Company 
was the ultimate parent company, prior to our appointment as Administrators. For ease of reference, 
instructions to the Company Team are shown in grey and instructions to the Lender Team are shown in 
white.  

Date  Description of work 

Oct-17 Instruction by the Lenders to the Lender Team to conduct a review of the Group’s short-term 
cash flow, liquidity position, forecast analysis and business plan in order to consider the 
Group’s additional funding requirements and potential restructuring options, in addition to 
providing ongoing advice in relation to stakeholder management. 

Dec-17  Further instruction by the Lenders to the Lender Team to conduct a review of the Group’s 
short-term cash flow, liquidity position, forecast analysis and business plan, in addition to 
providing ongoing advice in relation to stakeholder management. The Lender Team was 
also instructed to conduct a review of the weekly short-term cash flow, financial year 2017 
outturn and EfW contracts and to analyse and comment on an entity priority model prepared 
by the Group.  

Apr-18 Extension of the above scope of the Lender Team’s work to include contingency planning 
work on behalf of the Lenders based on a report prepared for the Group and preparation of 
a financial model to support the analysis of financial returns to stakeholders.  For 
completeness, please note that Mr Hudson assisted the Lender Team in respect of the 
contingency planning workstream.   

Jul-18  Instruction by the Lenders to the Lender Team to conduct quarterly reporting on the Group’s 
financial position on behalf of Lenders.  

Dec-18 Instruction of a team completely independent to and separate from, both the Lender Team 
and the Company Team by the Company to provide tax advice to Interserve Saudi Arabia 
LLC and Interserve Rezayat Company LLC in relation to Saudi Arabian Capital Gains Tax 
and implications on the transfer of shares to Interserve International Limited, UK.  

Dec-18 Instruction by the Lenders to the Lender Team to (i) review the Group’s business plan, 
short- term cash flow and liquidity position in order to assist the Lenders in their 
consideration of the potential deleveraging options for the Group and (ii) provide financial 
advisory support and assistance with stakeholder management in relation to the potential 
deleveraging options.  

Dec-18 First introduction of the Company Team to the Company at an initial meeting held on 12 
December 2018 that resulted in a formal instruction in January 2019.  

Jan-19 Instruction by the Company to the Company Team to conduct contingency planning work 
and the assessment of potential options available for the Company, including an analysis of 
the potential options in the event that the refinancing and Deleveraging Plan were to fail. 

Feb-19  Extension of instruction of January 2019 by the Company to the Company Team to conduct 
additional contingency planning work in respect of tax advice, entity priority model 
preparation, alternative insolvency appointment process, and the provision of limited non-
reliance generic information on particular matters to the Buyer. 
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Appendix C  Formal notice of Administrators’ 
appointment 
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Appendix D  Lenders (as at 12 December 2018) 

HSBC Bank Plc 

BNP Paribas London branch 

The Royal Bank of Scotland Plc  

Barclays Bank Plc 

Burlington Loan Management DAC 

Promontoria Holding VI B.V. 

Pun Holdings (Guernsey) Limited 

CVC European Credit Opportunities (No. 8) S.A.R.L 

European Credit Opportunities Platform B.V. 

Bybrook Capital Badminton Fund LP 

Voya Retirement Insurance and Annuity Company 

ReliaStar Life Insurance Company 

Security Life of Denver Insurance Company 

LEO 2013-1 LLC 
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